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Grand Valley State University
Groundskeeping
at GVSU is a
year around job,
as the grounds
are often what
attracts new stu
dents to the
campus. Every
year GVSU
spends $500,000
to take care of
the beautiful
landscaping.
For the whole
story, see
page 3.

GVSU and United
Way have been
working together
for 20 years and
this year another
successful drive
is coming to an
end. To read the
entire article, turn
to page 6.

Laker football
takes its fifth
win of the sea
son making
their record 5-0
and is ranked
No. 12 in the
GLIAC. Fora
review of the
game, see page
8.

GVSU and
Kendall College
film students
host the pre
miere of their
movie, “Carpe
Diem,” turn to
page 10 for the
story.

Thursday, October 11, 2001

www.lanthom.com

Homecoming; 2001
Rachel Izzo

Grand Valley Lan thorn
Next
week
Homecoming
2001,
“What I Really Learned
in School,” will bring
some fresh aspects to
Grand Valley State
University.
Due to the construc
tion on the Kirkhof
Center, banners and ser
enades have been moved
to the Fieldhouse. A
new game show type
event called “Quiz
Bowl” has been added

and field games will
once again take place on
inflatables, which was
first tried last year.
Most of the events
will now take place in or
around the field house in
an effort to “centralize”
them,
said Ceanne
Taylor,
Spotlight
Productions Tradition
Events Chair.
“I don’t think there is
a negative side to this,”
Taylor said. “What were
trying to do this year is
focus all of the events
and everything that’s

Writing
requirement
maybe
eliminated
program, Gilles said,
The junior level
writing
requirement
in
1995.
While themes were started
added as a Grand Valley Students can currently
State University general enroll in the class or try
education requirement to test out o fit.
“I guess I would call
for the freshman class in
2000, those students and it an experiment that
those who follow may failed,” Gilles said.
Gilles said the prob
soon be exempt from the
junior level writing lem with the writing
requirement
is that it is
outside the
curriculum
“It
is
something
added to the
curriculum
that people
have,” he
said. “They
have general
education
courses,
they have
major cours
es,
they
have minor
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Luke Wark courses,
they have
Gena Cook and Stephanie Byrd
School of
are ready to tutor students.
Ed courses—
all these courses that
assessment.
The writing depart they take and then we
ment is proposing to have this additional
eliminate the Junior requirement outside the
Level
Writing curriculum. That’s how
Requirement, WRT 305, it has been treated by
said Roger Gilles, head students and faculty-it’s
of the writing depart extra.”
The new general
ment.
“We realized, per education program, both
haps belatedly, that the in the writing and the
new general education theme courses, has writ
program has enough ing skill objectives.
The program has a
writing in it that the
goals of the junior level lot more of the skills
writing requirement can objectives, which are to
be met within the cur
riculum of the gen. ed.
PLEASE SEE 305, 9

happening in the field
house area. We’re trying
to centralize it this year.
There is only one event
not located on that side
of campus.”
There are 20 teams
participating in the
week’s events that kick
off with the inflatable
field games this Sun.
Oct. 14, at 2 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse arena.
“It started out as an
introduction last year
and it went over really
well” said Taylor. “The
competitors
really

enjoyed it and we just
thought it would be dif
ferent.”
Like past years, tug
of war will still be a part
of field games.
“Tradition,
when
ever someone thinks of
competition they think
of tug a war,” said
Taylor. “So we still keep
that one around as a
reminder of traditional
events. Everyone loves
it.”
Sunday will be

Events
Sunday, Oct 14

School Supply Drive

Fieldhouse arena

Continues

Thursday Oct 18

Kick-Off Comedians Tim
Young and Buzz Sutherland,

Free Concert featuring 19

9 p.m. in the Fieldhouse

Wheels, doors open at 8:30

arena

p.m.
School Supply Drive

Monday, Oct 15
Banners and serenade, 9

Continues

p.m. in the Fieldhouse lobby

Friday Oct. 19

School Supply Drive Begins

Lip sync at 9 p.m. in the field

Tuesday, Oct. 16

house

>

Mascot bum and Yell-Like-

Voting Ends

Hell, 7 p.m. in Robinson Field

School Supply Drive Ends

Voting Begins

Saturday Oct 20

School Supply Drive

Tailgate Party

Continue

Homecoming game against

Wednesday Oct. 17

SEE WEEK, 3

Grand River Room

Field Games, 2 p.m. in the

Quiz Bowl, 9 p.m. in the

Mercyhurst, 7 p.m. at
Lubbers Stadium

Lazy Day

Rachel Izzo

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Adam Bird
Brother and sister TJ and Danielle Derwin enjoy a nap on one of the last sunny, warm days of
the fall last Tuesday.

GVSU terrorism expert begins work with government
Melissa Dembny

Grand Valley Lanthorn
With the September 11 ter
rorist events many have been
called upon to serve their
country in different ways.
Grand
Valley
State
University’s Dean of Social
Sciences Jonathan R. White is
one of them.
White has been working
with the Department of Justice
in a grant funded program
called SLAT, which is a State

and Local Anti-Terrorism Task
Force. SLAT trains officials to
find
terrorists.
The
Department of Justice has
offered
to
buy out the
remainder of
White’s con
tract
with
GVSU
to
devote more
time to the
SLAT pro
gram.
White has

been at GVSU for 18 years
and before that he was a police
officer. He has studied many
different aspects of terrorism,
such as the religious aspects
and being chosen for the
SLAT program after the
Oklahoma City bombing.
“Right now we are just sort
ing through tons of informa
tion we have received,” White
said. “I take people on the
service end (front lines) and
say here’s what you need to
know about terrorists.”

White started to get involved
in government when he started
writing literature on terrorism.
Many experts around the
country picked up on his writ
ings and the government con
tacted him to work.
White and his colleagues
started one of the first terror
ism classes for criminal justice
students in the nation at
GVSU. Also White has writ
ten his own textbook,
“Terrorism: An Introduction,”
which just printed its third edi

tion.
“When we are in a crisis you
can really see the quality of
the people you’re working
with,” White said. “One of the
things that struck me the most
is President Murray, he talks
about public service, but he
really backs it up.”
White says the University
community could not have
been more supportive right
now.
White has stopped

PLEASE SEE EXPERT, 9

Greek organizations find homes on campus
Susan Killewald

Grand Valley Lanthorn

GVSU honored
12 businesses
by inducting
them into the
Family
Business Hall
of Fame, see
page 13.

For the first time in its history
as an institution. Grand Valley
State University now offers oncampus housing for Greek organ
izations under the newly devel
oped GVSU Greek Organization
Housing Agreement.
“Everyone’s been talking
about having Greek housing on
campus for years. Now there’s an
agreement to make this possible,”
said Aaron Haight, assistant direc
tor of Student Life and advisor of

Greek organizations.
Haight and a committee from
the Student Life office produced
the housing agreement last year
with approval from the Housing
office.
“We just started collaborating
ideas and saying that these are the
policies for Greek housing,”
Haight said. “It’s a way to make
Greek housing work."
The Greek housing agreement
will eliminate the inconvenience
of booking a block of living
spaces for members of a Greek
organization who want to live on

r

campus, Haight said.
It guarantees a reserved, des
ignated housing facility on cam
pus for a certain amount of mem
bers of a fraternity or sorority for
the next academic year.
“It’s a chance for the groups to
live together,” Haight said. “It
allows the group to have an iden
tity on campus. The overall goal
is to build a sense of Greek com
munity on campus.”
Currently, Grand Valley
Apartments is the only designated

PLEASE SEE GREEKS, 16

/

The Alpha Omlcron PI house at GVA.
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NEWS

GVSU celebrates Hispanic culture

POLICE
BEAT

The Latino Student Union will host a dinner and dance on Oct. 13 to end thefestivities
Adam Biro

September 30
Minor in Possession, Rich Street. One Cited. Subject is not a
student. Closed.
Medical. GVSU Lot H. Victim suffered lightheadedness. Treated at
scene by Reporting Officer. Victim is not a student. Closed
Malicious Destruction of Property, Eberhard center Parking Lot.
Victim reported window being broken out of car. Victim is not a
student. Closed.
October 1

i

Medical, GVSU Lot J. Victim suffered numbness in left arm and
chest pains. Treated at scene by reporting Officer, Allendale Fire and
Rescue and Life EMS. Victim is not a student. Closed.
Medical, Lubbers Stadium. Victim suffered cut to lower lip. Treated
at scene by Reporting Officer and at the first aid tent. Released into
care of parents. Victim is not a student. Closed.
Medical, Ravine Apartments. Victim suffered severe stomach
pains. Treated at scene by Reporting Officer and Allendale Fire and
Rescue. Transported to Spectrum Downtown by Life EMS. Victim is
a student. Closed.
Larceny, Alumni House. Staff reported missing catering supplies.
Items have been located and will be returned to the Alumni House.
Closed.
Larceny, GVSU Lot D. Victim reported personal item stolen from
locked vehicle. Victim is a student. Open.

Grand Valley Lanthorn •
Across America, from the
Sept. 15 to Oct. 15, people have
been celebrating Hispanic
Heritage Month.
This year Grand Valley hosts
a program celebrating Hispanic
culture, planned by the Latino
Student Union.
“I think it definitely is
something
Grand
Valley
needed,” said Melinda Ysasi,

president of the Latino Student
Union.
‘‘Because of the
increasing number of Latino
students on campus, this month
needed to be created and
advertised.”
Starting in September, LSU
had guest speakers, potlucks,
and other activities on Grand
Valley campus in a celebration
of Hispanic culture.
“The fact that we’re being
acknowledged
is
greatly
appreciated,” said Valerie

Munguia, treasurer of LSU.
Some of the guest speakers
include Reyes, a well known
Hispanic hip-hop poet, Sandra
Goesman, former editor-in-chief
of Latino magazine, and Lalo
Alcaraz, a political cartoonist
who created a book on the
history of Latinos in America.
“We’ve never seen such a
large turnout of Hispanic
students,” said Stacy Stout, cocoordinator
of
Hispanic
Heritage month. There were

many students and faculty in
attendance at the Caesar Chavez
silent march last Thursday.
All of the events since Sept. 15
have been organized by LSU
with support from the Office of
Minority Affairs, the Spanish
department and housing. LSU
has been planning Hispanic
Heritage Month since last
February. Hispanic Heritage
Month has literally been a

PLEASE SEE HERITAGE, 7

Symptoms of Alcohol Poisoning:
1. Person is unconscious or semi-unconscious and can’t be fully awakened.
2. Skin is cold, clammy, pale or bluish.
3. Breathing is slow—less than 8 breaths per minute, or irregular—10 or more
seconds between breaths.
4. Vomiting while passed out, and not waking up after vomiting.

October 2

Possession of Marijuana, Frey Living Center. Subject will be
referred through campus judicial referral Subject is a student.
Closed.
Larceny, Swanson Living Center. Victim reported personal item
stolen from room. Victim is a student.
Medical, Rec Center. Victim suffered injury to right ankle while
playing basketball. Treated at scene by Reporting Officer. Taken
back to campus residence by Reporting Officer. Victim is a student.
Closed.
Possession of Marijuana, Hoobler Living Center. Will be referred
through campus judicial referral. Subject is a student. Closed.

If a person has any of these symptoms, he/she may have acute alcohol poisoning:
•

October 3

Larceny,
Victim is a
Larceny,
Victim is a

Lubbers Stadium. Victim reported personal item stolen.
student. Open.
Lower Commons. Victim reported personal item stolen.
student. Open.
October 4

Medical, Ravine Apartments. Victim cut finger on a can. Treated
at scene by Reporting Officer. Drove self down to Health Center.
Victim is a student. Closed.
Warrant Arrest, Campus View. Warrant arrest made, subject
lodged at Ottowa County Jail. Subject is a student. Closed.
Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, West campus Drive/48th
Avenue. One cited, warrant requested. Subject is a student. Closed.

•
•

GET HELP! Call an
RA ,or 895-3255, or
9-911 on campus.
Call 911 from any
where for and
ambulance and
someone who can
help.
Don’t leave the
person alone.
Turn the victim on
his/her side to
prevent choking in
case of vomiting.

If you are not sure what to do, call 911.

It is always “better to be safe than sorry”. How can
your friend be mad at you for caring?

Better an MIP
thanaDOB

October 5

Driving with License Suspended, 42nd Avenue/Lake Michigan
Drive. One cited, subject lodged at Ottowa County Jail. Subject is
not a student. Closed.
Octobers

Medical, Kjstler Living Center. Victim suffered alcohol overdose.
Treated at scene by reporting Officer. Transported to Spectrum
Downtown by a friend. Victim is a student. Closed.
October 7

Medical, Ravine Apartments. Victim suffered chest pains, difficulty
breathing, and dizziness. Treated at scene by Reporting Officer, Life
EMS an Allendale Fire and Rescue. Transported to Spectrum
Downtown by Life EMS. Victim is a student. Closed.

'kein*mb©T: Most GVSU students drink mod©r%t©ly, IF th©y drink;

and 1 oiat of 4 (ihtil’s doss to 5000 students) does NOT drink at all!

We Got the Stats from YOU!
Sponsored by GVSU’s *ALcohol Education, Research, and Training Laboratories
(ALERT Labs) and the Grand Valley Lanthorn
For more information, c-mail ALLRTtogvsu.cdu or 895-2537.

NEED EXTRA CASH?
Sell products
everyone needs.

CINEMARK -GRANDVILLE
Riv ”...

•

kjsMo

116-532*s'j! :

•Early Bird Specials 'Bargain Matinas
•Studant discounts

Make $100 on
each one sold.

For tickets and showtimes visit
cinemark.com
Wtidi dm rsfKtsr ti warn Ftf E showhaui via mmmI!

531-0672
ahool669@webtv.net

What Do
These Leaders Have
in Common?

T he University of Michigan
College of Pharmacy has been
developing leaders for positions
in health care, biotechnology,
business, education,

STUDY IN

i* -HyWlA*

engineering, law, the

•

JAPAN

pharmaceutical
industry, and other

Japan Center for Michigan Universities
www.isp.msu.edu/JtMU
Affordable - Scholarships Available
Earn GVSU credit
Courses in Environmental Science, International
Business, History, and morel
Study Intensive Japanese (from beginning to
advanced levels)

careers for 125 years.
Gwendolyn Olivers, Chief
Pharmacist, University of Michigan
Health Service

Gayle Crick, Manager,
Global Marketing,
Eli Lilly & Co.

Cynthia Kirman, Manager,
National Managed Pharmacy
Program, General Motors Corp.

It’s a major reason
our College is
consistently ranked

CONTACT
Barbara H. Pacinos International
Center
105 Student Services Building
it
895-3898
JCMU&msu.edu

among the world’s
best.
You owe it to
yourself to find out
Peter Labadic, President,
Will isms'Labadie, LLC, a
subsidiary of Leo Burnett
Communications

Albert Leung, President,
Phyto-Technologies, Inc.

Robert Upper, Vice President,
Biopharmaceutics R&D,
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.,
Pharmaceutical Research Institute

about the great,
high-paying career
opportunities
available to U-M
College of Pharmacy
graduates.

Catherine PbUey, Vice President,
State Government Affairs,
National Association of Chain
Drag Stores

Larry Wagenluiecht, CEO,
Michigan Pharmacists
Association

David Zaccardelli, Vice President,
MDS Pharma Services

Visit our Web site
at http.Hwvuw.umich.

edul"pharmacy, e-mail: vlpcrry@

A University of Michigan
CoDegeof Pharmacy Degree

y

umich.edu, or call 734-764-7312.
Your future never looked better.
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Groundskeeping
makes
“good
first
impression”
■mm
gvldigest
from press reports

|

Tin Grand Valley
participates in National
Daprasslan Screening
Bay
To increase awareness of
depression the Counseling and
Career Development Center will
be participating in National
Depression Screening Day today.
Between 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. faculty
and staff members can receive
free, confidential screening in
room 204 of the Student Services
Building.
The screenings will last about
20 minutes and will be followed
by a consultation with a mental
health professional.

GYSNalimnusspaaks
about Ms book. Ilfoona
farm
A Grand Valley State University
graduate is the author of the new
book “Island Farm,” and will be
discussing “Nature and the Family
Farm,” on Tuesday Oct. 30 from
1-3 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Center.
Arthur Versluis will speak about
the Versluis family farm that is
located in Grand Rapids. The title
of his book refers to how the city
has sprung up around the farm.
The book discusses the urban
sprawl surrounding the farm and
orchards.
Versluis is currently an associate
professor of American Thought
and Language at Michigan State
University.
His talk is free and'open to the
public. Copies of his book will be
available at the university
bookstore.

Rachel Izzo

Grand Valley Lanthorn
'Josh Vandermolen, a freshman
at
Grand
Valley
State
University, never thought that
his high school job of a
landscaper would turn into a job
at
Grand
Valley
State
University, but almost every
morning he weeds, whips and
mows to make the campus look
good.
“It makes a good first
impression on students that
come here from high school,” he
said. “It also makes the campus
look nice.”
Vandermolen is one of about
15 student workers at Grand
Valley. During the year there is
also between nine and 13 full
time staff members for grounds
keeping.
Ken
Stanton,
grounds
supervisor at GVSU, said that
the university spends about
$500,000
annually
on
groundskeeping, but it is
important to the university
because the appearance of
grounds on a college campus is
one of the things that attracts
students to a school.
“Students rate the appearance
of campus grounds one of the

most desirable things here,” he
said. “We get a lot of
compliments from visiting
parents on how nice the grounds
look. It’s a comforting thought,
not only to a student but to a
student’s parent knowing that
there is a safe clean environment
here for the student to live.”
Stanton said that normally one
season does not cost more than
another, however, if it has been a
bad winter, the school will
spend a lot of money on snow
removal for it’s 6.5 miles of
roads, about 10 acres of
sidewalks, and 54 acres of
parking lots.
“Last year we had to spend a
lot of money because we had a
lot of snow in December and we
had to get things cleared and
opened up for school in
January,” he said. “Winter is the
season that fluctuates.”
Last year after receiving about
100 inches of snow, Grand
Valley used a half-and-half
mixture of sand and salt on the
roads and sidewalks, and Ice
Ban, a corn-based product and
magnesium chloride, to cover
the roads and side walks.
Annually, the university uses
about 200 tons of road salt and
road sand, 3000 bags of bagged
salt for steps and doorways, and

85,000 gallons of Ice Ban.
“We had problems with it (Ice
Ban) so we had to stop using it
on the sidewalks,” Stanton said.
"We’re looking to try to
eliminate the sand being tracked
into the buildings and the
damage to the floors but there
was an odor associated with the
material that was tracked into
the entry ways buildings and
permeated inside the buildings.”
“We still continue to use it on
the roads and we’ll continue to
use the same product this year,
but it has been refined so there is
no odor,” he said.
Ice Ban allows the university
to put it on the roads as a pre
treatment because between 9
p.m. and 3 a.m. there is not a
grounds crew at Grand Valley
Stanton said.
“Obviously if you have 10
inches of snow it’s no good for
that, but it helps,” he said. “If
the snow hits it,the mixture will
melt it right away, which is
helpful to us at night if we’re not
here and it’s good to about 50
below zero.”
Road salt is only effect until
about 30 below zero Stanton
said.
PLEASE SEE GROUNDS, 11

|

GVSU ranks high in survey
For the third year, GVSU has increased its ranking
Nate Thompson

GVSU band performed in
Pontiac
The GVSU Marching Band
performed in the Pontiac
Silverdome on Monday, October
8, during the Detroit Lions-St.
Louis Rams game.
The Laker band performed
during pre-game and halftime
ceremonies.
The game was nationally
televised and began at 9 p.m.
The band has made two
previous appearances at Lions
games, in 1996 and 1999.

Uutstand Teacher Gwart
Committee is searching
far nominees
The Outstanding Teacher Award
Committee is looking for
nominees for the 2002 award.
The annual award will be given
to a GVSU faculty member and
nominations are being accepted
until Wednesday, Oct. 31
Nominees must be full-time
tenured or tenure track faculty.
Eligibility criteria and selection
criteria are described in the
Faculty Handbook.
This year’s recipient was Robert
Smart, assistant director of
chemistry.
Nominations and questions can
be directed to Dave Tanis at 8952238 or tanisd@gvsu.edu.

Faculty Research and
navatepmam center la
leaking ler nemlnees
The faculty Research and
Development Center is looking
for nominations for the
“Distinguished Contributions in a
Discipline” awards. Awards that
are given to faculty members
during fall convocations.
The awards were First presented
in 1982, to recognize faculty
members whose performance in
scholarly or creative activities, or
to recognize contributions through
service to a professional
organization. An award, which is
not given out each year, consists
of a plaque and a cash award.
Nominations are due by
Wednesday, Oct. 31. A nomination
must be supported in signature by
three peers and the dean of the
nominee’s division or school. Call
the Faculty Research and
Development Center at 895-2281
for a nomination form.

■An 4
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Groundskeeping at GVSU is a never ending process with the
vast amount of land.

favorite.”
Lip sync will begin at 9 p.m.
continued from page 1
in the Fieldhouse, but unlike
topped off with the return of past years, only lip sync winners
comedians Tim Young and Buzz will be announced that night.
Sutherland who will be
“I think lip sync is the most
performing together at 9 p.m. in successful,” Taylor said. “It’s
the Fieldhouse arena.
the one all the organizations
The homecoming events always look forward to going to.
will continue with banners and It is really a great time to go
serenades on Mon. at 9 p.m. in watch and see the students
the Field house lobby.
dance and sing. It really shows
“We had to do that because the organizations having a good
of all the construction in time.”
Kirkhof,” Taylor said. “It’s a
The week of events will
change really for this year conclude on Saturday with the
because of dangers around the football game at 7 p.m. in
construction sight.”
Lubbers Stadium. The winners
Tuesday night will host the of homecoming will be
traditional mascot bum and announced at half time.
“Yell Like Hell” competition at
Last year, the overall
7 p.m. at Robinson Field. The winners for homecoming were
Mercyhurst team’s mascot is Deltas Sigma Phi Fraternity and
also the Lakers but Taylor said Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority, and
that their logo is a ship a Brandon Bledsoe of Delta
opposed to Grand Valley’s own
Sigma
Phi
Louie the Laker.
Fraternity said that
On
Voting for King
they are ready for
Wednesday the
another win.
and Queen
new event Quiz
“We won last
Bowl will be the
year and we’re
entertainment at 9 •Tuesday Oct. 16
ready to do it
p.m. in the Grand Noon - 3 p.m.
again,”
Bledsoe
Kirkhof
Center
Lobby
River Room. The
said.
event will be a •Wednesday Oct. 17
Before
the
trivia game that Noon - 3 p.m. and
game there will be
will
include 4:30 p.m. • 7 p.m.
a tailgate party
questions
on DeVos Center Plaza and
featuring the band
music
trivia, Kleiner Commons
Tripping Billies.
celebrity
trivia -Thursday Oct. 18
“They are doing
and Grand Valley Noon - 3 p.m. and
a three hour set
trivia.
before kick off in
4:30 p.m-7 p.m.
“It was a way Kirkhof Center Lobby and
Lot C,” said Taylor.
for me to try and Upper Commons
"They are a Dave
tie in our theme, •Friday Oct. 19
Matthews
Band
“What I Really Noon - 3 p.m.
cover band.”
Learned
in Kirkhof Center Lobby
During
the
School," with one
week there will be a
of our events,”
school supply drive and all the
Taylor said.
supplies collected will be going
Thursday night 19 Wheels to GVSU’s Children’s Center.
will be coming back to sing for
“The organizations are
campus
and
will
be giving items for points, but it is
accompanied by the group also open to all of campus,” said
Venkman. The doors opens at Taylor. “People can drop things
8:30 and the concert begins at 9 off at The Office of Student Life
p.m. in the Field house arena.
and there will also be drop offs
“On Friday there is Lip at all the events and all the king
Sync,” said Taylor. “A campus and queen voting booths."

HOMECOMING

ludgo Mathis visits GVSU
Judge Greg Mathis will be
coming to Grand Valley State
University on Monday Oct. 15.
He will be speaking at the
Loosemore Auditorium on the
Downtown Pew Campus at 7 p.m.
This event is free to GVSU
students and is sponsored by the
Black Student Union.

- no u

Grand Valley Lanthorn
The job of finding an open
computer on campus can at
times seem like trying to find an
open parking spot- it can be a
very difficult task.
The increase of the student
population this year will more
than likely make this scenario
seem even more difficult.
According
to Academic
Computing, last year Grand
Valley State University had a
student to computer ratio of 6-1.
This ranked Grand Valley 44
in the nation, and it was the third
year in a row that Grand Valley
has rose in the rankings.
Only Northern Michigan was
higher in the state of Michigan,
which actually supplies laptops
to any full-time student for $385
per semester.
Grand Valley’s ratio can be

deceptive however, because the
number counts for computers in
classrooms also, which are not
always available for student use.
This causes many problems in
labs such as Manitou Hall
where, on occasion crowds of
people will be lined up waiting
for a computer.
“It is really a pain trying to
Find a computer from about 12
to 3 in the afternoon,” jbnior
Michele Kleinhenz said. “It
leaves me
looking
into
classrooms
and
maybe
interrupting a class, just so I can
Find an open computer."
Bob Fletcher, vice-provost of
academic computing says that
the commuter students usually
use the labs during the afternoon
hours, which causes a jam of
people and not a lot of open
computers.
“The problem is not an easy
one to fix either,” Fletcher said.

“We cannot afford to add more
computers in Manitou just for
the mass of people in the
afternoon. “It’s almost like
trying to have front-row parking
for everyone.”
Fletcher said that roughly 80
percent of students at Grand
Valley have computers, but they
still continue to use computers
on campus, even when they can
use their own at home.
To help ease the demand,
Grand Valley is adding some
new technology.
“Grand Valley is adding
wireless cards, which might
help out some,” Fletcher added.
“This allows students to use
their own laptops or any other
computers to log into our
system.”
The wireless cards will be
available in Manitou and
Kirkhof after the construction
projects are completed.

Experts say developing biological
and chemical warfare is difficult
Michael Marx & S. Jeffrey
Sullivan

Oklahoma Daily (U-Wire)
NORMAN, Okla. - With the
United States striking back at
the Taliban and terrorists within
Afghanistan, fear of biological
or chemical attacks grows
rapidly.
Americans
are
busying
themselves to be ready for the
possible threat of toxins or
germs being unleashed upon
scores of unsuspecting people.
“There’s always been a
concern about biochemical
weapons,” said political science
professor Stephen Sloan, a
terrorism
expert
at
the
University of Oklahoma.
The concern now is deeper
because the country is dealing
with terrorists.
The
terrorists
are
not
concerned with public opinion
and want to kill as many people
as possible, he said.
Edward Perkins, political
science professor and former
ambassador to the Australia, said
people believe the next step by
the
terrorists
may
be
biochemical warfare because of
signs in the past.
Perkins said Americans should
rely on the results of federal
agencies’ investigations, but
cited examples of attacks on the
United States in recent history.

Among the attacks mentioned
were the attacks on the USS
Cole and the bombing of U.S.
embassies.
“These patterns are there,"
Perkins said.
The terrorists have shown an
obvious patience and a tendency
toward careful planning over
time, Perkins said.
It is the kind of planning
necessary
to
pull
off
complicated chemical attacks.
Biochemical warfare has the
potential to create mass
casualties.
But the process of developing
such destructive weapons is
extremely difficult.
For nearly a decade, terrorist
leader Osama bin Laden has
tried to obtain nuclear weapons.
According to the U.S.
government, his attempts have
thus far been unsuccessful.
“It wouldn’t be easy, but it
wouldn’t be impossible,” said
David Edger, visiting political
science professor and CIA agent.
Bin Laden has a lot of money
and intelligence.
However, the problem is being
able to deliver and disperse the
biochemical weapons, he said.
Last month, crop-dusting
planes across the country were
grounded for the fear of possible
contaminating materials.
The concern was the result of
reports that bin Laden had

expressed interest in gaining
access to low-flying aircraft.
The successful execution of a
biological or chemical attack
may be more difficult than
expected, experts say.
Microbiology
professor
Jimmy Ballard said biological
warfare attacks that would
release diseases, require highly
sophisticated facilities, materials
and expertise.
He said even microbiology
graduates without additional
training would be not able to to
build a weapon with mass
destruction power.
“It is virtually impossible to
build a biological weapon
without an appropriate lab,” he
said.
In addition, a living organism
needs to be cultivated. “You
have to grow a live bacteria,”
Ballard said.
However, biological terrorism
attacks have happened on
American soil, though on a
smaller scale.
The United States experienced
a germ warfare attack in 1984 in
Oregon.
Several
hundred
people
became sick after an attack was
made to keep them from voting,
Ballard said.
The
terrorists
spread
Salmonella bacteria on a salad
bar and the people eating the
salad became sick and spread

A Prince Georges County, Md. hazardous material team
member Is hosed down outside the Southern Avenue Metro
stop In Temple Hills, Md. Tuesday, Oct. 9, 2001 after police
arrested an armed man who allegedly dropped a jar with an
unknown substance Inside the station.

the disease, he said.
Ballard said the advantage
biological warfare offers to
terrorists is that many diseases
have vague symptoms.
By the time doctors identify
the problem, the disease may
have spread to a large
percentage of the population.
The
United
States
experimented with disbursement
rates of bacteria in the 1950s and
1960s, Ballard said.
Safe bacteria was spread over
cities to study how they may
spread, he said.
The concept of biological
warfare is old.
Ancient cultures dipped
arrows in manure or rotting

corpses
to
increase the
deadliness of the weapon.
Tartars in the fourteenth century
hurled dead bodies over city
walls to bring plague to their
enemies, history professor
Roberta Magnusson said.
Scholars believe that this is
how the Black Death reached
western Europe.
The
Genoese
trading
community of Caffa was under
siege and the Tartars catapulted
the bodies over the wall.
Refugees may have spread the
disease westbound, she said.
Despite occasional successes.
PLEASE SEE TERROR, 14
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Title IX discriminates
Cutting men’s sports is not the solution to
gender inequity, since it benefits no one.
Between 1981 and 1999, NAIA and NCAA colleges, including Grand
Valley State University, eliminated 40 percent of their wrestling
teams, according to a recent USA Today report. The main reason:
Title IX.
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GVLI QUESTION OF THE WEEK
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

What do you think of tho U.S. bombing Afghanistan?

Title IX, part of the 1972 Educational Amendments, states that
educational institutions receiving federal financial assistance cannot
sexually discriminate in any programs or activities. Although the title
is general in nature, it is most often enforced when it comes to sports.
Using the title to eliminate one men’s sport because there is not one
more women’s sport is gender discrimination in itself. Why should
men be penalized because there is little or no female interest in
additional sports? The numbers do not have to be equal to be fair.
The title, which has been challenged numerous times over the past 29
years, was created with the intentions of equal opportunity. As long
as women have the opportunity to start up a new program if there is a
demand for it, men should not be forced to eliminate their programs.
Tim Selgo, Grand Valley’s athletic director, said that while the title
was needed in the ‘70s, it is unfortunate that men’s sports are being
eliminated because of it.

"I think we had to do
something, and we have
to trust our government
that it's the best for the
situation."

"I think it's probably the
right thing to do
overall."

"I think it's crazy. I
don't know what else to
say."

Ben Kabel
Sophomore, Biology

Derek Smith
Freshman, Business

"I think the people
responsible for the
September 11 events
should be brought to
justice. If the Taliban
stand in the way of that,
they should be
overthrown."

"1 understand the need
to do something, but do
not agree with bombing
innocent people. The
reprocusions make me
nervous, and I wonder
what's going on behind
the scenes."

Make Thomasma
Senior, Social Studies

Molly O'Connor
Junior, English

Whitney Renz
Senior. Group Science

James Scott, faculty advisor of GVSU’s wrestling club, said that
getting rid of men’s sports is just an easy fix, one that is not
benefiting anybody. He said there are a lot of students in West
Michigan that want to wrestle as a varsity sport, but they are being
denied that opportunity.
Title IX has brought women’s sports a long way, but it was not
designed to stifle successful sports programs. It is time to re-examine
it and make the necessary changes that will benefit our students, not
punish them.
-

GVL OPINION POLICY
The Ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses.
Letters must be signed and
accompanied with current picture
identification.
Letters will be
checked by an employee of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for for letter length is
one page, single spaced.
The Editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for

length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not
be held responsible for errors that
appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.

"I think we have to
retaliate. We can't just
let this go, but I think
bombing and killing
their civilians is just
wrong and not going to
do any good."
Nate Bremmer
Freshman, Undecided

Send letters to:
Editor - Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, MI 49401-9403

Watch for this computer icon. It points to
special online extras. Just one more way we
trying to get you your news!

Or e-mail them to:
editorial@lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com ____________________________________ -get your news!
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A positive outlook on life will make tilings much easier
Beth Cortles
writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. Her
views do not
necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

Bad days. We all have them.
Sometimes they get so bad and so
frequent that we wonder if we’re
shouldering the misfortunes of
every soul in the Eastern Time
zone.
There are those days when you
somehow manage to bang your
head on a sharp comer, spill grape
juice all over your roommate’s $60
Abercrombie sweater, and realize
that you left your car in fifteen
minute parking overnight again, all
in the first five minutes of waking
up.
There are those days when you
think to yourself, “Is it possible for
this day to get any crappier?” just
as your least favorite prof hands
back your ten page paper with a
nice, fat, red D on the top.
There are those days when you
start referring to your existence as
“The Great Injustice That Is My
Life” and those when all you want
to do is either curl up in bed for a
week or drive as far away as
possible on the three dollars worth
of gas left in your tank.

There are days when you wonder something less than desirable, our
first reaction tends to be something
how things ever got to be the way
they are and you feel like you have along the lines of “DANGit!” or
“Why, oh why, is this happening to
absolutely no control over your
me?”
own life. Sound familiar?
Yet that doesn’t have to be so.
So often we accept bad days as
Having a tough
things that are
time getting along
completely out of
with a friend,
our own hands and
Dealing with
parent, roommate,
allow them to
things in a
or teammate?
dictate how we’re
Instead of
going to feel and
realistic and
thinking, “Why is
act. We lock
this person so
ourselves in our
positive manner
incredibly difficult
rooms and mope
to get along with?”
and drown ourselves will make you
approach it along
in self-pity.
stronger; healthier
the lines of, “You
Yet we’re
and happier.
know, I can really
overlooking
use this as an
something
opportunity for
extremely important
99 this person to
- While we can’t
control every single thing that
point out things that I need to
happens to us, we do have
improve on, and hopefully we’ll
complete, total, 100 percent power
both come out of this as better
over how we perceive things that
people.”
happen to us and how we let them
Overwhelmed by a life-altering
change us as human beings.
situation? Instead of falling into a
When we’re faced with
pit of depression and helplessness.

you could try deal with it by
thinking, “This grieving process
might be tough, but I’m going to
learn so much about myself and
other people, and I know someday
I’ll be a much stronger person
because of it.”
While it’s not healthy to sugarcoat things, dealing with things in
a realistic and positive manner will
make you stronger, healthier, and
happier in general.
For example, this summer one of
my friends broke his neck in a
mountain biking accident. He
spent a week immobilized in
traction and then the rest of the
summer in a halo that kept his
neck immobile didn’t allow him to
sleep on his side or stomach, drive
a car, do any of the many sports he
loves, and several other things that
most of us take for granted.
Yet instead of getting completely
bummed out and chalking up the
situation to one big waste of a
summer, he got everything positive
out of it that he possibly could.
He used the fact that he was

homebound as an excuse to host
bonfires and Simpsons marathons.
He cracked jokes about the halo
and began to refer to it as “one big
piercing.”.
When we deal with things in this
manner, we’ve taken control of
situations that we didn’t choose to
be in and turned them into
something beneficial and
constructive.
View each obstacle not as a
setback, but as an opportunity.
While bad days happen to
everyone, and they can seem to be
a huge drag, they are more often
than not blessings in disguise.
Remember that although you may
not direct everything that is thrown
your way, you always direct how
you overcome it.
As my mom always says “Watch your thoughts, for they
become your words; watch your
words, for they become your
actions; watch your actions, for
they become your character; watch
your character, for it becomes your
destiny.”
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Parking stealers and fakers need to be fair
I’m a stalker. I’m not proud to
admit that, but I can’t deny that it’s
true.
I wasn’t always this way. You
made me what I have become.
Don’t worry though. You’re not in
any danger, unless you’re leaving a
parking spot that is within a mile
UbylMgel radius of my class.
writes for the
At that point, something in me
GVL Opinion. snaps and I have this compelling
Her views do urge to creep my car up behind you
not necessarily at five miles per hour in
anticipation of the moment you’ll
represent
get in your car and let me claim
those of the
my glory.
I’m generally an accepting
newspaper.

person who realizes that this is a
large campus with a large
population full of people.
Parking is limited. Although it
annoys me, I can deal with it.
What I can’t deal with are the
space stealers and the fakers.
You know who you are.
The stealers are the people who
screech into the parking lot on two
wheels at 11:15 for their 11:00
class and miraculously skid up to a
parking spot that I’ve been driving
around looking for before my
11:30 class.
I am a commuter and have
learned that it doesn’t pay to get to

school a little earlier because all
the spots are taken.
My mission this semester has
nothing to do with my classes.
Perfectly timing my entrance into
the parking lot at the exact moment
that classes are letting out thrills
me like no teacher analysis could.
Except when the fakers toy with
my emotions.
Don’t act like you don’t know
what I’m talking about. You’re the
people who walk down one aisle of
the parking lot, looking back and
teasing me by getting out your car
keys or taking off your backpack.
Just when I think you’re about to

hand off the sacred space to meBAM! The bubble is burst as you
quickly dart forward and get in
your car.....two rows over.
Looking back over your shoulder,
you become a witness to my bitter
disappointment. Yet you ride off to
Subway anyway, leaving me
without an explanation or a parking
spot, only a broken promise and
doubts about humanity.
So, as you can clearly see, you
have made me what I am today. I
have been driven to madness.
I continue to slowly creep up and
down the rows of cars in hope that
someone cut out of class early and

is more than willing to give me
their sacred spot.
I will continue to develop my
highly complicated formula to
discover the best time to get the
best location. I strive to defeat the
stealers and the fakers, making the
parking lot safer for all who enter.
Each day I happily leave my
parking spot and give a wave to its
recipient, feeling a bond of silent
understanding between us.
Some days, when I’m parked in
prime real estate, I’ll even wait
until the perfect person comes
before I leave. Bidding usually
begins at five dollars.

GVL | LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
PBS column illogical
To the Editor:
I’m writing in response to
Michael Smith’s column about
the PBS special last week.
As a philosopher, I am
appalled at your lack of logic
skills.
First and foremost, your
abusive ad hominem remarks
and loaded language regarding
the “barrage” that has attacked
America, along with your your
uninsightful remarks about how
PBS is BS, weaken your
argument immensely.
Would you not agree that
shows like Mr. Rogers and
Sesame Street are wonderful
programs, which are sponsored
by PBS? PBS lends itself out
to “radical groups” all the time.
Hence the church services it
presents on Sunday mornings.
Evolutionary theory, I’m sorry
to say is no more radical of a
notion than God, and far more
easily proved.
Although it may be true that
this Gallup pole revealed that
less than 10 percent of
Americans believe in Darwin’s
theory, that is not to say that the
same number believe in
evolution, since evolution is
much broader and more
sophisticated than Darwin
himself had been able to
understand.
The United States is also
amazingly alone in this belief
as well. Most other countries
around the world accept
evolution as fact, although our
country is still trying to keep it
out of school curriculum, let
alone allow it into our ideology.
You do bring up some true
points, though. The idea that
living things evolved from a
single tree of life is outdated, as
you say, and has been replaced
with more contemporary
notions. But saying that we
could have never descended
from such a lineage is to also
deny our descendence from
Adam and Eve.
While you use many
authoritative figures to back up
your points, one has to wonder
how biased those figures are

and what their background is.
You are right in questioning
this program, as you are right in
questioning everything you read
or watch. But the next time
you want to knock down a
theory based on it’s lack of
evidence, please do not support
your claim with a theory that
has just as little if not less
evidence.
In the future when you want
to argue against something,
don’t us^the same logic you
are railing against to support
what you believe to be true.
This is an illogical way of
arguing. Instead of knocking
down this “theory” you have
simply shown yourself to be
biased and therefore a poor
critic. If you would like,
I can lend you one of my
logic books to help you
strengthen your argument. I’m
not rallying against the
existence of God here, just
against poor arguments.
Jessica Coveil

Lanthorn needs differing
points of view
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to the article “PBS: a
mouthpiece for Darwinian
fundamentalists?” published in
the October fourth edition of
the Lanthorn.
The article should have been
titled, “Grand Valley Lanthorn:
a mouthpiece for Christian
fundamentalists?”
Did the author even watch the
program? Episode seven
explores the struggle between
science and religion.
Through the personal stories
of students and teachers, it
offers the view that they are
compatible. Michael Smith’s
article sounds like the
reactionary response of a
religious zealot.
Some of us choose to think
for ourselves, a concept that the
author obviously does not
embrace.
Show some journalistic
integrity and print a differing

point of view.
Sara Jones
Editor's response:
As it states with each column,
the views of the writer do not
necessarily represent the views
of the Lanthorn.
The opinion section is
intended to he an open forum
for the university community, so
everyone has a chance to voice
their opinions.

America is a nation of
barbarians
To the Editor:
I have never before
encountered ninth graders who
do not know how much four
times four is, or six times six.
I have never before
encountered ninth graders, male
and female, who would
routinely address their teacher
as “Dog,” and who would
routinely and physically
threaten him if he writes a
discipline slip, snatch away the
discipline slip, snatch away the
telephone if he calls security,
block him if he tries to leave
the classroom, taunt him of
being scared of them, pelt him
with missiles if he turns to
write on the board.
Only in America—truly a
nation of barbarians! I have
said that the West’s ‘advantage’
over the rest of the world is the
freer rein given to the animal
instincts of aggression and

sexuality which, in the long
run, is dysfunctional and
cancerous and threatens the
survival of mankind.
The United States could do
itself and the world a favor by
bringing back corporal
punishment in its schools.
Other countries can do
themselves a favor by stopping
sending students to American
schools and, instead, using their
own resources (such as the
undersigned) for research and
education.
Satish Chandra

American leaders put
our lives below the the
enemies’
To the Editor:
Resources spent on
humanitarian airdrops are
resources diverted from selfdefense. It shows our leaders
putting the lives of Americans
below those of citizens in
enemy countries.
It is also appeasement. Some
fear Muslims will think we’re
warring against Islam. The
airdrops are an attempt to show
this isn't true. If we fear these
people will turn against us, best
we not help them?
We’ve been appeasing by
trying to form a coalition with
Communists, in refraining from
attacking other terrorist
countries, in failing to declare
war, and now in these airdrops.
50 years of appeasement lead to

Sept 11.
More will mean worse.
Christopher J Grace

Faculty organization’s
stances clarified
To the Editor:
Thank you for your
interesting article on the
“recharged” AAUP chapter.
We are happy to see The
Lanthorn taking a close interest
in the administration of the
university during this time of
transition.
I wanted to use this
opportunity to clarify two items
in the article. One is the quote
that was emphasized on the
front page. As a sentence, the
quote leaves a lot to be desired.
What I no doubt meant to say
was that the GVSU-AAUP
Chapter will work to protect
free thought and academic
freedom while Grand Valley
develops.
Some might misunderstand
the quote to suggest that the
chapter endorses Grand Valley’s
growth when we have not, in
fact, articulated a position on
the matter.
The second point is that
raised in the story by Pat
Thorpe, chair of the academic
senate. The chapter does not see
itself competing with faculty
governance.
To the contrary, the chapter
has been organized to enliven
shared governance at the

GVL Errata
Volume 36, Number 8
Corrections
Page 8: “Lakers vs. Northern” The photo caption incorrectly
identified wide receiver Terrance Banks as Terrance Parker.
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we were glad to see that Thorpe
was quoted as recognizing the
value of this in your article.
Cliff Welch
President, GVSU-AAUP
Chapter

“J” not intentionally
discriminated against
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
David Bry’s letter in the Oct. 4
issue.
David, in order for you to
attack the Lanthorn’s supposed
discrimination against the letter
“J”, we ask that you evaluate
your own biases against the
letter “J” first.
In your letter to the editor,
you only included the letter “J”
twice.
On top of that, the letter was
represented in only one word—
just. How fair is it to attack a
newspaper for the exact same
mistakes you have committed
in you own life!
We feel that the letter “J” is
not discriminated against.
It is not purposely left out of
our everyday prose: it is merely
a shy, meek letter that does not
enjoy the lime-light.
If you must attack the
Lanthorn, maybe you should
also go after Whell of Fortune,
or better yet, Webster.
Steve Randolph
Lauri Jean Skrzycki
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THE
SCOOP
A glance at the week ahead
Thursday, October 11

GVSU Art Exhibit - Olga and
Alexander Florensky:
Miscellaneous, 9a.m.
National Depression Screening
Day, 9a.m. to 5p.m.
Seminar - “How to get There
from Here,” Planning for
Graduate and professional
Education, 4p.m. to 5p.m.
Shakespeare Festival - Student
Scholars Competition Awards
Ceremony, 7p.m.
Movie: “Like Water for
Chocolate,” 9p.m. to 11p.m.

Grand Valley and United Way join forces
working together for at least 20 years,
said United Way Co-Chair Jean Enright.
“Grand Valley has had a United Way
campaign as long as there has been a
work place based in the area,” Enright
said.
The overall goal of United Way is to
make an impact on the community, said
Co-Chair Marlene Kowalski-Braun.
All of the proceeds go towards helping
many different health and human service

Angie Woodke

Grand Valley Lanthorn
The need for togelherness and
generosity is even more apparent since
the events of Sept. 11. The United Way,
which just finished its two-week annual
campaign at Grand Valley State
University, was here to fulfill that need.
,GVSU and United Way have been

Friday, October 12

GVSU Art Exhibit - Olga and
Alexander Florensky:
Miscellaneous, 9a.m.
Women’s Soccer vs. Northern
Michigan University, 1p.m. to
3p.m.
Women’s Tennis vs. Saginaw
Valley State, 3p.m. to 6p.m.
Freshman Mini-Retreat 6p.m.
Shakespeare Festival Film - A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,
7p.m.
Volleyball vs. Wayne State,
7p.m. to 9p.m.
GVSU Hockey vs. Muskegon
C.C. 10p.m.
Dracula at DeVos hall,
7:30p.m.
Saturday, October 13

GVSU Art Exhibit - Olga and
Alexander Florensky:
Miscellaneous, 9a.m.
Shakespeare Festival - The
Renaissance Faire, 9a.m. to
5p.m.
Men’s Water Polo Boilermaker Classic, 11a.m.
Women’s Tennis vs.
Northwood, 12p.m.
Swimming and Diving - Blue
and White Intrasquad Meet,
lp.m. to 3p.m.
Football vs. Indianapolis,
lp.m. to 4p.m.
RHA focuses on providing
campus wide programs,
leadership, development, and
guiding house councils
through the year, 1 p.m. to
7p.m.
Volleyball vs. Hinsdale 4p.m.
to 6p.m.
Alex McHale, Comedian,
9p.m.
Hockey vs. Saginaw Valley
State, 9p.m.
Dracula at DeVos hall,
7:30p.m.
Jo Dee Messina at the
DeltaPlex, 8p.m.
Sunday, October 14
GVSU Art Exhibit - Olga and
Alexander Florensky:
Miscellaneous, 9a.m.
Shakespeare Festival — The
Renaissance Faire, 9a.m. to
5p.m.
Campus Ministry Sunday
Morning Worship, 9:30a.m.
Campus Ministry Sunday
morning worship, 11a.m.
Women’s soccer vs.
Northwood University, 2p.m.
tp 4p.m.
Music Department Concert GVSU Symphonic Wind
Ensemble, 8p.m.
Homecoming - Buzz
Sutherland and Tim Young
(Comedy)
Comedian Kickoff!! Tim
Young and Buzz Sutherland in
Fieldhouse Arena, 9p.m. to
1 lp.m.
Dracula at DeVos Hall, 2p.m.
Monday, October 15

GVSU Art Exhibit- Olga and
Alexander Florensky:
Miscellaneous, 9a.m.
Women’s Golf at LenoirRhyne, 9a.m. to 5p.m.
Campus Ministry Prayer
Lunch 12p.m. to 12:50p.m.
On-going Seminar - Yoga,
5p.m. to 6p.m.
Judge Greg Mathis “From
Gang to Gravel” 6p.m.
Homecoming Entertainment Serenades, 9p.m.
Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA)
Weekly Meetings. Lake
Superior Hall Rm. 134, 9p.m
to 9:50p.m.
Tuesday, October 16

GVSU Art Exhibit- Olga and
Alexander Florensky:
Miscellaneous, 9a.m.
Women’s Golf at LenoirRhyne (continued), 9a.m. to
5p.m.
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The GVSU United Way consists of 68
agencies, which covers a broad range of
Grand Valley employees, Kowalskiplaces, Kowalski-Braun said.
Some of these agencies include the Braun said.
Each department has a campaign
American Red Cross, American Cancer
Society, Salvation Army and Girl Scouts. captain that educates their colleagues on
Kowalski-Braun said that many people what the United Way is all about. Loma
are surprised by some of the agencies that Holland, the Financial Aid campaign
captain, said she saw a very high
are associated with United Way.
Many of the agencies are places that percentage of people giving donations
everyone will need to come into contact this year, as well as every other year.
“Everyone in our area has given,”
with at some point in their life. They are
the agencies that often touch each one of Holland said.
“I am particularly happy with the
us, she said.
Many Grand Valley students volunteer campaign coordinators work and their
support,” Enright said. “L
for these agencies too,
know that Grand Valley
so it coordinates nicely ••
has had a great sense of
with volunteer work,
I know that
since Sept.
Enright said.
Grand Valley has community
She also said that
11.”
The
United
Way
students who work on
had a great sense campaign,
campus
have
the
which ran from
Sept. 24 to Oct. 5, was
opportunity to have
of community
kicked off with a luncheon
money deducted from
since Sept 11.
and special guest Danny
their paychecks and
Gaydou, Enright said.
given to United Way.
Loma Holland
She is happy with how
Financial Aid campaign Captain Gaydou is the publisher of
The Grand Rapids Press
many students have
and chair of Heart of West
taken advantage of it and
------------------------------ ft Michigan United Way.
donated a portion of
Those that contribute to
their income.
In an attempt to reward these people, United Way can choose exactly where
two reserved parking spots will be their money will be donated, although
awarded to GVSU United Way most allow the agency itself to decide'
contributors whose names are drawn who needs the donations the most*
during President Murray’s Thank You Enright said. Enright and Kowalskimeal in the fall. One student and one Braun are both happy with how the
faculty member will be able to choose a campaign has gone so far. “Grand Valley
parking space in any GVSU lot and it will has always had a really strong reputation
be reserved for them for the year, Enright for supporting the community through
United Way,” Kowalski-Braun said.
said.
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In the beginning...

In the end...

Fifth-year seniors are
the norm at GVSU
completely
wrong
for
another.”
GVSU senior Corinne Sherd
It takes four years to said, “The general education
graduate from college, right? requirements took me about a
Wrong. Now with students year and a half alone, plus you
working their way through add my educational program
school and participating in and it totals out at five years.”
Sherd said she was not lazy
other activities, it takes the
average student -five years to and.evqp (took cla^strsjn the
summer. It’s just not possible
complete college.
“Ever since schoo^ started* to gef out of here in four years
this fall, I’ve been hearing widt/ber’major, she said.
Time management is the
upperclassmen talk about how
they’re going to be here for a most important key to any
total of five or six years and it successful college career.
More than 40 percent of
worries me,” said Jessica
students
here at Grand Valley
Ellis, a freshmen at Grand
Valley
State
University. State University work more
“After all that talk, I'm. going than 20 hours *a week; ^ith
to work really haul, to get out work,- sthoot,-Wttf^cumcular
activities, and spending time
of here in four years.”
Ellis plans on taking a with family and friends, that’s
minimum of 15 credit hours enough to make any student
each semester and meeting feel overloaded.
A good way to deal with
with an advisor in the near
feeling stressed is to take
future.
To get a degree in four years, advantage of the programs on
it is mandatory that 30 credit campus that are developed to
hours be completed in a year. help students.
“Students who connect with
Students can take 15 credit
the
university in some way are
hours during the fall and
winter semesters at a 100 level more likely to receive a
or above or they could divide degree,” Miko said.
Working with an advisor
those 30 credit hours up
will
help
to
become
among fall, winter and
successful, as will utilizing the
summer semesters.
Assistant Dean of Academic help programs on campus,
Resources
ajid
Special such as tutoring at the Student
Programs John Miko said that Services building.
Courtney Brackin, a student
it doesn’t matter how long it
at
GVSU, has one piece of
takes to receive a degree as
long as it is eventually advise for others.
“Meet with an advisor
received.
because
the
“Everybody should work on regularly
programs
on
campus
are
their own schedule,” Miko
said. “What works out well complex and an advisor will
for one student, could be
PLEASE SEE FOUR, 16

Top 10 personal
qualities
employers seek
in job
candidates

Cassidy Van Woert

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Employers
chose “work
smart” over
“work hard”

.............................

1. Communication
skills
2. Honesty/integrity
3. Teamwork skills
4. Interpersonal
skills
4

5. Motivation and
initiative
6. Strong work ethic
7. Analytical skills
8. Flexibility and
adaptability
9. Computer skills
10. Self-confidence
Source: Job Outlook 2001,
National Association
of Colleges and
Employers

Prepare early to get a
job after graduation
Wendi Hailey

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Trying to find a job with
today’s economy may not be
easy as it was even a year ago,
but it’s not impossible.
That is the opinion of
Charleen
Hayes-Joseph,
director of Grand Valley’s
Career Services.
“There are going to be
opportunities,” she said.
“They’re just going to be
fewer opportunities.”
Hayes-Joseph said the key
to capturing a career is to start
looking early,
“1 think students are going to
have to understand it’s going
to take preparation, energy
and time,” she said.
Hayes-Joseph said that until
recently, it took an average of
four to six months for students
to find jobs. Now it will likely
take longer.
Students graduating in April
should begin to prepare for the
career search now, she said.
She said they should spend
this semester preparing and
next semester executing their
plans.
There are a number of things
students can do to prepare.
The first is to clarify goals.
Students should assess their
own values, skills, likes, and
dislikes, Hayes-Joseph said.
“If you haven’t already
clarified goals, this would be a
great
semester
to
do
something like that.” she said.
The second step is to
research the job market.
Students should being to
research companies and locate

careei opportunities. They
can also begin to network with
current employers, professors,
classmates, and others.
The third thing is to get
•practical experience through
internships,
co-ops
and
volunteer work in related
fields. Those experiences
provide
students
with
invaluable, marketable skills,
Hayes-Joseph said.
Stacey Berkshire, who hires
for Wolverine World Wide,
said she often narrows
applicants down by job
experience.
“Hopefully
they’ve already done an
internship,” Berkshire said.
The fourth thing to do is to
create a r6sum6 that reflects
needed skills. * A resume is a
type
of self-promotion,
Hayes-Joseph
said,
and
students should not use
general r6sum£s for different
companies.
“The r£sum6 should be
tailored for the job and
marketplace that you are
pursuing,” she said.
GVSU’s Career Services
office will assist students with
r6sum6 development. They
also provide students with
simulated interviews, so they
can get more comfortable with
the process. Hayes-Joseph
said it is important for
students
to
practice
interviewing techniques.
Berkshire agreed, saying
students should definitely
practice interview questions.
She also said students should
look and act professional
PLEASE SEE JOB, 16

October is Grand Valley ’s Career Awareness
Month. Here’s a list of events:

Oct. 11—How to get from here to there: Planning for
graduate and professional education. 4 p.m. to
5 p.m. 204 STU.
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Oct. 17—How to work a career fair. 12 p.m., 204
STU.
A recent survey of the
workplace
showed
that
—Decision, decisions: career discussions
employers are now looking for
group. 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. 204 STU.
different qualities in workers than
Oct.
18—Reducing
procrastination, 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in recent generations.
Some of the skills employers'
204 STU. *
desire include the abilities to
—Dress for success/how to work a career fair.
solve unforeseen problems, to
adapt to changes, and to do the
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., EC.
best work in teams.
The survey, conducted by Oct. 19—You’ve come a long way baby: grad school
Bayer Corporation, was designed
is just around the comer! 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 204
to assess how well students are
STU
being prepared for their careers.
“Today’s workplace values Oct. 22—Graduate School Fair. 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
•problem-solving,critical thinking
'Henry Hall.
and teamwork,” said Rebecca
Lucore, executive director of the Oct. 24—Decision, decisions: career discussions
Bayer Foundation. “It’s clear
group. 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. 204 STU.
that today's workplace is no
Oct.
25—Building
your job search tool kit. 5 p.m. to
longer our parents’ workplace.” j
According
to
Lucore. ; 6
p.m. 204 STU
employers are now valuing skills
associated with “working smart"'
more than “working hard.”

*GVSU\s Johfest 2001 will be held on NOv. 7
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Counseling Center hosts seminars
to help students with various Issues

Arts at noon Series - Duo
Viardot 12p.m.
Office Ergonomics - 12p.m. to
1p.m.
Residence Housing Association
Meeting, 9p.m.

Cassidy Van Woert
Grand Valley Lanthom
With mid-term grades just
around
the
comer,
the
Counseling Center has many
seminars for students to take
advantage of.
One of many seminars offered
is “Better Living Because of
Cultural Differences” put on by
Harriet Singleton.
This session will be held on
Wednesday, Oct. 17 in 204
Student Services from 4 to 5
p.m. and is offered to all
students from all different
communities, races and cultural
backgrounds.
“If you’ve been raised in
America, you may have a
slanted or distorted view of
other groups, and here you can
change those views in a safe
environment,” Singleton said.
She focuses on teaching
students to question how we see
people, and question what we
have been taught.
“Everybody kind of avoids

Wednesday, October 17

GVSU Art Exhibit — Olga and
Alexander Florensky:
Miscellaneous, 9a.m.
Music Department Workshop Male Choir Workshop for
middle school singers, 8a.m. to
12p.m.
Workshop - “How to work a
Career Fair” 12p.m. to 2p.m.
Women’s Soccer vs. Hillsdale
College 3p.m. to 5p.m.
Seminar - Better living because
of Cultural Differences, 4p.m.
to 5p.m.
Seminar - Decisions,
Decisions, Decisions, 4p.m. to
5p.m.
Musice Department Concert OVSU Symphony Orchestra
8p.m.
Midweek Bible Study, 9p.m.
Tori Amos at DeVos Hall,
7:30p,m,
Thursday, October 18
GVSU Art Exhibit - Olga and
Alexander Florensky:
Miscellaneous, 9a.m.
Campus Ministry Prayer
Lunch, 12p.m. to 12:50p.m.
Seminar - Reducing
Procrastination, 4p.m. to 5p.m.
Seminar - Better Money
Management for students,
4:30p.m. to 5:30p.m.
Intramural bowling Entry
Deadline 5p.m.
Homecoming Entertainment Music of 19 Wheels, 9p.m.
Detroit Pistons at The
VanAndel Arena, 7:30p.m.

HERITAGE
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Adam Bird
Rachel Knecht works on a painting project for her Introduction
to painting class. She must paint patches of color to train her
eye into translating color in the real world into paints.

continued from page 2
student production, with all of
the bookings and contracts made
by student members of LSU
students.
“It’s been a real learning
experience,” said Stout. The
success of these programs for

their prejudices,” Singleton said.
“Now, more than ever, we need
to start living and learning about
other people and a way we can
do that is learn Americans from
other cultures.”
Another seminar offered by
the Counseling Center is “Better
Money
Management
for
Students,” which is hosted by
Eric Klingensmith.The one-hour
seminar will be held on
Thursday, Oct. 18 from 4:30 to
5:30 p.m. in room 204 Student
Services.
Many different topics will be
discussed during this program,
such as learning how to avoid
getting trapped in bad credit,
basic budgeting and how to save
your money.
“Basically, I point students in
the
right
direction,”
Klingensmith said.He helps
students figure out ways to cut
their spending costs and asks
them to question themselves
before they spend their money.
“The sooner you can learn it
and make it a part of your life,
the easier it is,” Klingensmith

said.
As for how his seminar will
go, he said, “My style is very
interactive as far as question and
answering.”
A seminar on “Reducing
Procrastination” is also being
offered by the Counseling
Center.
This educational session will
be led by John Zaugra and will
take place on Thursday, Oct. 25
from 4 to 5 p.m. in room 204
Student Services.
During this program, the
Meyers-Briggs personality test
will be used as a means of
discovering a person’s strengths
and ultimately leading to
overcoming procrastination.
All of the individuals who
attend the seminar are very
bright students, Zaugra said.
“They seem to need a little bit of
a push.”
This session is for those
students who want to do, really
well with their work, but they
just need help with getting
organized and working towards
time management goals.

Hispanic Heritage Month has
been
noticed
by
other
departments. Many of them,
like the women’s studies
department and the office of
Latino American studies are
planning to take a more active
role in next years activities.
“Next year will definitely be
bigger,” she added. “I want to

get to the scale of Black History
Month.’This
Saturday
in
Kirkhof LSU will have a dinner
and dance open to all students.
The dinner, from 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. will be catered by El
Sombrero, followed by dancing.
Music will range from salsa to
hip hop, all of it provided by DJ
Azteca.

Answers

Help Save A Life Donate Plasma Today.
It’s The Right Thing To Do!
And Each Month You Can Earn Up To

The Black Student Union Presents...
Judge Greg Mathis

$200

Call Community Bio-Resources to make your appointment:

COMMUNITY BIO-RESOURCES

616.458.1646
www.cbr-usa.com

,

October 15 2001 @ 7p.m.
Loosemore Auditorium
(Downtown Grand Rapids)

yellow Jacket Inn
^

SpeC'a*

Now you will recieve an EXTRA $10 oil yom
2nd donation within a calendar week!

"WHO YA GONNA CALL?"
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY

/' Show your college I.D. and get:

PREPAID PHONE CARD
NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS

Mozzarella Sticks
Breadsticks
Buffalo Wines
250 EACH!

■“

Anytime! Any Night! Through December!

DIAL LONG DISTANCE WHEN ON OR OFF CAMPUS
VALID FROM ANYWHERE WITHIN THE U.S.A.
U.S.A. rates 7.9 cents/min. anytime, anywherecheck our web site for reduced international rates!

And don’t forget our famous PINK DRINK!

"NO GIMMICKS"
12011 Lake Michigan Drive • 6 Miles West of Campus

846-2301

DlLLENBeCK'S
CoFFeeHouse*
SXNDWICHU • SOUPS • D6SSCRTS
10% off Coffee Drinks with GVSU I.D.
Quiet Place to Study
Smoke Free Enviornment
6/10 of a Mile from Downtown Campus
Grata Bus Stop Across the Street
Free Parking
Monday - Thursday
6 30am-9 00pm

"Best coffee in Grand Rapids"
-Grand Rapids Press

Friday-Saturday
6:30am-1100pm

Sunday
9:30am-4:00pm

1

1059 W Fulton
Grand Rapids
458-5716

"WE SAVE YOU CASH"
"WE MAKE YOU HAPPY"
For Inquiries Dial:
0 from campus
895-6611 (within Allendala/GR calling area)
877-481-4035 (outside the local calling area)

• Deposit $50 get $2 Free - Deposit $75 get $3 Free - Deposit $100 get $5 Free •Deposit $200 get $10 Free - Minimum Deposit $5
•Spend $10 within the month for a chance to win $25 free long distance - 5 winners
drawn monthly
•We strive to give you the most competitive rates possible - U.S.A. rates now 7.9
cents/min. anytime, anywhere - check out our web site for reduced international rates
•No Hidden Fees - you simply pay long distance usage costs and Ml sales tax on domestic
calls, no tax on international calls
•Web Site Advantage - make credit card payments and manage your account from the
internet: www.gvsu.edu; click current student; click telephone service.
•Receive Friendly Trustworthy Service from fellow students

m
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Grand Valley Umthora
Thursday, October 11, 2001
Ken Wisniewski, Sports Editor

Hnckey
History
Ken Wisniewski

Grand Valley Lanthorn
This past weekend Michigan
State made hockey history by
drawing 74,554 fans, the
largest crowd to ever attend a
game. They shattered the
record set in 1957, when
55,000 watched the Soviet
Union play Sweden in a World
Championship gold medal
game at Lenin Stadium in
Moscow. They took part in an
unprecedented event in the
college hockey history. The
temperature was just as cold as
the ice the players skated on.
At times the wind reached up
to 30 mph prompting many
fans to break out the winter
wear. Michigan and Michigan
State played out a bruising
battle and came out 3-3 tie
after regulation, this typical of
their recent rivalry. It may have
ended in a tie, but in was a
great victory and
accomplishment for MSU.
They pulled off what many
said would be impossible and
would not draw be able to
draw a large enough crowd.
Mr. Hockey, Gordie Howe, was
at the game to take part in the
ceremonial dropping of the
puck at faceoff.
“It’s beautiful to be a part of
this,” Howe said. “Somebody
had a great deal of imagination
to come up with this idea.”
With this game being as
successful as it was, will there
be future outdoor hockey
games?
I feel that the NHL should
look into arranging their annual
All-Star game as an outdoors
event. With an outdoor venue,
they could draw more fans and
media coverage. They could
possibly make this game more
of a week long event, similar to
the activities that lead up to the
Super Bowl. This would give
families a chance for their
children to experience the
NHL. The NHL could organize
such activities as a virtual
goalie, where children can
stand in the net as a goalie in a
match-up against their favorite
player. It would be fun to open
the ice up to the public where
fans can skate throughout the
week. They could give
>
participants a chance to slap
the puck past a stationary
cutout defender into a
regulation size net.
Organization of local teams to
play exhibition or regular
season games to raise money
for their school. Fans can test
their knowledge with trivia
questions and compare shoe
and hand size with some of
hockey’s greats. Players can
hold meet and greet sessions
with the participants.
Television networks can do
live reporting from inside the
stadium at ground level for
more in depth reporting. Why
would the NHL not want to try
to get more fans into the game?
Would this work....I guess
we’ll just have to wait and see.

lakers to dog Indianapolis Saunday
Ken Wisniewski

Grand Valley Lanthorn
The 15th ranked Lakers will be facing a
tough Indianapolis team, who is currently
5-1 overall. They lost their only game to
Saginaw Valley State 17-14 on Sept.
22nd.
At this point last year GVSU was 2-4
on the season, this year they head into the
game top in the region and undefeated.
Not only undefeated, but unchallenged.
Grand Valley had the best of last years
meeting between the two with a score of
56-21. This was Grand Valley’s highest
output of points and largest margin of
victory.
Quarterback Curt Anes started and led
the team down the field on the first drive.
On his first drive he was forced to leave
the game due to a late hit under the chin,
causing a cut under the chin. He was then
examined and taken to the hospital for
what they jhought was a fractured jaw.
Last season senior Jeremy Roger stepped
up to fill the shoes and played QB. He led
the Lakers to an impressive victory with

14 of 16 passes completed, 241 yards, key in on the defensive backs. Leading
and five TD passes. He also added 46 the defensive backs is safety Chris Volz
yards rushing and a one-yard TD run. The who leads the GLIAC with five
Lakers lead at the half 28-14 and then interceptions himself. Anes, the top rateif
added another 28 points in the second QB in all of football expects to continue
half. Malecke led GVSU with 99-yards his prominence in the pocket by using the
and two TDs on six
no huddle offense to the
receptions. David Kircus
best of his ability.
also made two TD grabs
Looking to hit his
of 15 and 9 yards. Reggie
scoring machine David
They have a
Spearmon carried the
Kircus, and currently
sense that they
ground game with 69leads the GLIAC in
yards and a TD. Kircus
want to
scoring at 15.6 points
also brought back a punt
per game. Head coach
compete at the
return 34-yards for a TD
Brian Kelly feels he has
highest level.
in the third quarter. The
little worry, whether the
defense got into the
team will continue to
BRIAN KELLY
GVSU Football Head Coach
scoring column as corner
improve.
back
Darren
Smith
99
“In fifteen years of
brought
back
an
coaching that would be
interception 19-yards for a
my standard concern,
TD.
but I don’t have that concern with this
This years Greyhounds have returned group,” Kelly said. “They have a sense
16 starters, including five 2000 All- that they want to compete at the highest
GLIAC selections. This coming week the level. We’ve never had that [lack of
Laker offense will be careful not to throw improvement! come into this offense or
the ball into traffic. The U of I defense this defense at any time this year.”
leads the GLIAC in interceptions and will
The top rated scoring defense is looking

to keep the points off the board and force
the Greyhounds to make mistakes.
Linebacker Clarence Lindsay believes a
good football team needs balance in order
to succeed.
“We’ve got to be confident in these
guys [offense]. Anytime there’s a good
offense on the field, there’s got to be a
good defense on the field. We work
together to help each other out,” Lindsay
said.
Kelly has experienced a lot with this
team and feels his team will not get
overconfident.
“They’ve been with us now, for four
years. This is a group of players that went
twelve and nine over two years, and
they’ve lost. They don’t like to lose. This
is a group that is not experiencing just
one side of it and they’ve experienced
both sides. Winning and losing. I think
that’s why they focus on every
opportunity to be the best they can be,”
Kelly said.
GVSU will be heading south for the
weekend for what looks to be one of their
toughest games this season. Kickoff will
be at 1:0() p.m. at Indianapolis.
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Grand Valley Lanthorn / Luke Wark

Above- Reggie Spearmon goes low to score a touchdown for the Lakers and cripple the
Bulldogs 63-17. Right- Curt Anes and Tyrone Hibbler celebrate a touchdown.
Ken Wisniewski

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Last Saturday. Grand Valley’s
football team made a trip up to
Big Rapids to face their biggest
rival. The rowdy GVSU fans
traveled to watch their team
tear apart the Bulldogs 63-17
on a frigid and windy’game
day. In the past few years, the
meetings have been close. But
this year they proved to many
that they are for real. For the
third straight game in the
season, GVSU has posted more
than 60 points in a game. They
are averaging almost 57 points

per game on the season. FSU
head coach Jeff Pierce believes
this Grand Valley team has met
and exceeded the requirements
of a good team.
“They’re right up there.
They’re right up in the top of
things, with the better teams
that I’ve seen over the years,”
Pierce said. “They are very
powerful, run and pass the ball
making them two dimensional,
and have a strong defense.
They're a force to be reckoned
with right now.”
The opening drives for both
the teams were sloppy, with
both teams losing fumbles.
GVSU offense scored on nine

of its 13 drives, and a perfect
five of five inside the red zone.
Grand Valley controlled the
tempo and took a lead of 42-10
into the locker room at the half.
Quarterback Curt Anes. set a
new GLIAC single game
record by passing for eight
touchdowns, eclipsing record
of Hillsdale’s Kyle Keefer with
six in 1999. He completed 21
for 27 passes for 301 yards and
threw his first interception
since Oct. 21st of last year.
With this record setting
performance Anes earned his
second GLIAC offensive
player of the week this season
in just five games. Anes

continues
dominatioh
currently
quarterback

to improve his
of defenses and
has a 222.54
rating. This rating

PLEASE SEE FOOTBALL 9 .

Quest for title continues

Patience pays
off for soccer

Volleyball closer to championship

Maureen Notestine

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Team is the word that best
describes Grand Valley soccer.
And when the Lakers took the
field on Saturday, Saginaw
Valley State University saw just
how skilled the entire team is.
“Most teams rely on one or
two super players,” coach Dago
Cortes said. “We have all good
players. Instead of molding the
team around one or two people,
we mold the team together.”
This was evident in the
opening game of GLIAC play.
Grand Valley defeated Saginaw
Valley State 5-3.
Five different players scored
each of the Lakers five goals.
The Lakers found themselves
behind early in the game.
“The first goal happened very
early. It caught us cold,” Cortes
said.
Jordan Stevenson answered
back when she received a pass
from Michelle Versluis and
scored on an empty net.
Saginaw Valley State did not
go away that easily, however,
and scored their second goal of
the first half soon after.
Andrea Caroselli passed off to
PLEASE SEE SOCCER, 9
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“They were off to their best start ever,
but they didn’t play their ‘A game.’ It
was a lot easier than I thought.”
It then got a lot harder than Scanlon
Last weekend was one of the easiest
weekends of the season, on paper, for thought it would in the Lakers victory
the Grand Valley State Volleyball Team over Gannon on Saturday (27-30, JO19, 30-27, 30-28).
(19-2, 10-0 GLIAC).
Grand Valley State hit just .228 as a
The Lakers played host to, and
team and committed 22
defeated Mercyhurst
errors.
(13-12, 4-5 GLIAC) <<------------“At the college level
and Gannon (6-fO, 2-7
We are in no
you can’t just think you
GLIAC), but Head
are going to annihilate the
way happy or
Coach Deanne Scanlon
weaker teams. They work
and her players were
satisfied.
just as hard as we do,”
not happy with the way
DEANNE SCANLON
Scanlon said. "I think we
they performed against
GVSU Volleyball Coach
let our guard down. We
the
struggling
-------------------------- 99
were slow offensively
competition.
and
they
played
“The team does not
feel well about the way we played last incredible defense for four games.”
But regardless to the team’s play, the
week,” Scanlon said. “We are in no way
Lakers
pulled away with their 17th
happy or satisfied.”
The Lakers began the weekend on straight win of the season, and 24th
Friday, Oct. 5 with a victory over straight home victory.
Nicole Bayle led four Lakers
Mercyhurst (30-21, 30-22, 30-28).
The team tallied a hitting percentage compiling double-double figures with
of .347 while racking up 50 digs and 44 assists and 18 digs. Miller added 24
kills and 18 digs, Fehsenfeld had 14
eight blocks on defense.
Carly Miller led the way with 13 kills kills and 13 digs, and Skrzypek totaled
and a .565 hitting percentage, while 10 kills and 10 digs.
The Lakers will be at home again this
Chara Fehsenfeld added 10 kills and 14
digs. Traci Skrzypek also contributed weekend taking on Wayne State Friday
with nine kills and 10 digs in just two night at 7 p.m. and regional power
Hillsdale Saturday afternoon at 4 p.m.
games played.
“They (Mercyhurst) were off to a real Both matches are at the Ficldhouse
good start this season,” Scanlon said. Arena.
Ryan Slocum

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn t AI Smuder

Junior Tracy Skrzypek has a fast hand as she
spikes one at Friday nights game.

The accomplishments Grand
Valley Men’s Club Rugby team
in their first two seasons are
outstanding,
reigning
as
Michigan Division II champions
both years. Entering their third
season under coach John Mullet,
the team hopes to again claim
the league title.
GVSU’s club rugby players
came in three years ago
prepared for opposition and
rallied around it, said coach
Mullet. As a fairly new team, the
Laker men, without any
experience,
qualified
for
national competition their first
two seasons. Last fall, the guys
went into the Midwest Playoffs
ranked 16th and beat Chicago,
the number one team, and left
with a second place showing.
“It is an absolute success
story,” Mullet said. “The guys
have excellent instincts and
work well as a team.”
Five games into the season
with three wins and two losses,
the Men’s Club Rugby team is
well on its way to claiming the
league title once again.
This past weekend the Lakers
battled the Ferris States
Bulldogs at home and walked
away with a 36-22 win. Matt
Bishop, former national club
wrestling champion, along with
Eric Larsen, scored all the
points for the team. The win was
a confidence boost for the 45member team,
but
also
increased the chances of
conquering the league
“I am so proud of these guys,”
Mullet said. “1 find it personally
rewarding to be a part of this
team.”
Coach Mullet’s success as a
rugby coach is recognized all
over Michigan. He is president
of the Michigan Rugby Union
and a recent retiree of Grand
Rapids Rugby Football Club. In
college Mullet participated on
Michigan State’s rugby team
and then moved to California to
play semi-professional rugby.
He is a great asset to the team
and admits that he works the
guys extremely hard.
“By the end of my disciplined
practices the team drags
themselves off the field,” Mullet
said. He also requires them to
call him ‘sir’ at practice.
The men’s league record after
four games was 3-1, the loss
coming from a close match
against Central Michigan (1719) two weekends ago.
Putting the loss out of mind,
the team is now focused on
qualifying for the Midwest
Playoffs at the end of the season,
and hopes to improve on last
years showing. To do this
Coach Mullet said that the team
needs to learn to recycle the ball
more quickly, and tackle well,
blqck well, and play as a team,
but the team needs work on
passing.
The Grand Valley rugby men
have a wide array of talent
across the board. Key players
include Matt Bishop, Eric
Larsen, Keith Mayer, Bill Hart,
Scott
Fletcher,
Keith
HollenKamp
and
James
Jursinic.
The next home game for the
men’s team will take place Oct.
20 at I p.m. against the
University of Michigan. If
Grand
Valley
beats
the
Wolverine squad, they will be
crowned league champions.

SPORTS
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Women’s rugby slams Ferris
Andrea Rosema

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Saturday was a great day for
the Women’s Club Rugby team,
because the weather was
perfect, and it was another
chance to show t(ie Michigan
Division 2 rugby teams what
GVSU girls are made of.
The girls toughed it out
against Ferris State on home
territory, and walked off the
field with one more win added
to their record. Not only did
Grand
Valley
win,
but
dominated the match from start
to finish, scoring 48 points

SOCCER
continued from page 8

Tricia Plum who found the
back of the net for the Lakers to
tie the game. The score
remained 2-2 at halftime.
“The girls were playing well
and just doing a great job in the
first half. We had 10 to 12
passes before the attack, and
that is good soccer,” Cortes said.
“At halftime I told the girls to be
patient and to keep doing what
they were doing.”
Patience paid off for the
Lakers.

305
continued from page 1

engage in articulate expression
through writing and speaking; to
think critically and creatively; to
locate, evaluate and use
information effectively; and to
integrate different areas of
knowledge and view ideas from
multiple perspectives, Gilles
said.
“Often students demonstrate
those abilities through writing,”
he said. “So we have an 11
course
general
education
program, eight foundation
courses and three theme courses
that lean partly on writing.
“I guess we feel that the
assessment of writing at the
junior and senior level will best
be done through the general
education program now that we
have a nice program in place,”
he said.
Gilles said that another
frustration with the writing
assessment is that students will

EXPERT
continued from page 1

teaching and is trying to fulfill
some of his administrative
duties to work with the
Department of Justice.
White says that many

compared to the Bulldogs five.
Strong performances came
from Zoe Batzer and Heidi
Steinman; both scoring two tri’s
(five points) each. Helping the
lady Lakers muscle up another
win were veterans Lisa Cemy,
Andrea Scheid and Davina
Gutierrez, all with one tri.
' “It was really exciting,” said
Lisa Cemy, “everyone played
strong.”
Jill Matthews was important to
the team’s win as well, making
five of her. conversion kicks
(two points each).
Abe Cohen, coach of the
women’s team, as well as

member of the men’s rugby
team, was especially pleased by
the way his team performed.
“It thought we played great,
we took over in dominating
fashion,” said Cohen. He added
that the girls came in focused,
knowing had to be won.
The girls’ record, after five
league games, is two wins and
three losses. Next weekend the
gals take on University of
Michigan, and hope to put
another victory on their record.
The game starts at 10:00am on
the intramural fields west of
Laker Village.

Kristen Lee’s shot from the
left side of the field put Grand
Valley ahead 3-2. Stevenson
recorded the assist.
“Kristen’s goal definitely
motivated the team,” Cortes
said. “I think that anytime you
are winning you have more selfconfidence and can relax a little.
We played with less panic and
were able to work on placing the
ball.”
At 73:28 Megan Lauderslager
kicked one past Saginaw Valley
State’s goalkeeper to increase
the Lakers lead to 4-2. Amanda
Whitmyer picked up the assist.

Grand Valley’s last goal was
scored by Danielle Weist, who
received a pass from Trisha
Snow, putting the final tally to
5-2. Jessica Schemhl earned her
fourth win for the season in goal
for Grand Valley.
“This
win
brings
us
confidence. We are a good team
and this win shows that,” Cortes
said. “The league is tight, but I
think we can be right on top. I
am proud of the team.”
The Lakers will travel to
Marquette to face off against
Northern Michigan on Oct. 12
at 1 p.m.

put it off.
“We have a lot of last
semester seniors taking the
class,” he said. “At that point the
class has lost its purpose. The
program just hasn’t worked as
well as we hoped.
Mainly because you are
looking at a piece of timed
writing, a two hour essay. That’s
not indicative of people’s full
writing talents as it should be.”
Bridget Hadley, a senior at
GVSU and a history major, also
believes the writing assessment
does a bad job at judging writing
talent because it offers different
questions and topics to different
majors.
“I don’t think it actually tests
my writing skills,” she said.
“I’m a history major and I’m not
a very good writer, but I passed.
I have friends who are English
majors and much better writers
than I am but they’ve failed it. I
think that if they’re going to
have a 305 assessment then it
should be equal. Are we being

held to a lower standard?”
Kevin VanderKlok, is a
sophomore at GVSU and would
be effected by this change in the
curriculum.
“I think it is a good idea to
get rid of the test,” he said. “I
think our writing skills are
refined in English 150.”
The proposal to do away
with the junior level writing
assessment has already passed
through
the
Divisional
Curriculum Committee, but has
several others it must go through
before the process is complete.
Gilles hopes to have it
approved by January for catalog
copy so it can take effect next
fall.
The writing course will still
be available to take if these
changes take place. •
“I think we can offer it as an
elective for student who feel
they need help with their
writing,” Gilles said, “and also
as a course that faculty advisors
can advise students to take.”

professors have asked them how
they can help.
He also credits Erika King, a
political
science
faculty
member, in helping him with his
duties.
“I think it is important to try to
teach as dean, when deans teach,

faculty really know that
teaching is the most important
thing we do,” White said.
White said that he would
rather be fighting in a Ranger
battalion, but those who cannot
fight consult.
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Terrance Banks drives it home to score another touchdown at Ferris State last Saturday where
they burled the Bulldogs 63-17.

FOOTBALL
continued from page 8

is higher than any other
quarterback in NFL, NCAA
Division I and II.
The closest in the NFL is Kurt
Warner at 115 and Heisman
front runner Rex Dorsey of
Florida with 199.8.
“I’ve tied a single game
passing touchdown record twice
in the first half. I knew that we
had six in the first half and that’s
when I knew I broke it,” Anes
said.
Grand Valley Head coach
Brian Kelly expresses that his
team isn’t worried about the
amount of yards the team earns,
but what the team does to win.
“It’s about production within
our offense and today was the
most productive a quarterback
has been at Grand Valley,” Kelly
said.
Wide receiver David Kircus
also set a GLIAC record with
five TD receptions in a game,
eclipsing Saginaw Valley’s
Charles Davis with four in 1993.
He tallied a season high 169
yards receiving on 8 catches.
The Anes-Kircus connection
started the day off early by
scoring the first three TDs for
GVSU and four in the first half.
“When I don’t have to break

stride, there’s not too much
more to it. Curt Anes all year
long has been throwing the ball
in stride, he doesn’t really make
it too hard on the receivers,”
Kircus said.
Tyrone Hibbler caught a TD
pass in the corner of the end
zone in the third to make the
score 28-10 in the second
quarter. Terrance Banks caught
three passes for 46 yards,
including one for a 21 yard TD
in the end of the first half.
“When you’re successful on
offense it’s not just the
quarterback. It’s eleven players
and to put 60 plus points on the
board three weeks in a row, you
have to have eleven players
playing well together every
single snap,” Kelly said.
The offensive line contributed
to the Laker ground game by
opening holes for the running
backs and keeping the defenders
out of the backfield. Brent
Lesniak led the team with 111
yards and pounded into the end
zone with a four yard run.
Reggie Tennessee and Michael
Tennessee rushed for 80 and 66
yards respectively. Offensive
lineman
Mike
Kennedy
remarked about how satisfied he
is with the supporting cast on
offense.
“It’s great to know that we
have such great personnel

behind us such as Curt Anes,
Kircus, and three great running
backs. We know that if we get
the blocks that they’re going
make big plays for us,” Kennedy
said.
This year’s match-up was
close for the first few drives of
the contest, and then Grand
Valley’s defense took charge and
stopped Ferris from advancing
the ball. It was like dlj& vu all
over again; the Laker defense
intercepted a pass very similar to
one the week before. Linebacker
Clarence Lindsay grabbed a
tipped ball from the air in the
beginning of the fourth quarter
for one of Grand Valley’s two
picks.
“Our whole mind frame all
week is getting to the ball,”
Lindsay said. “I got into my
drop and (Scott) Mackey was
able to tip it to me. Fortunately I
was able to make the pick and
take it for a ways.”
Linebacker Shad Risk came up
big as he took down the Ferris
State QB three times to lead the
Lakers.
“I think our defense really
came up big early in the game
and got us a shot in the arm to
get moving,” Kelly said.
Grand Valley will head down
to Indianapolis to take on the
Greyhounds at LOO p.m. on
Saturday.

Shape the Future of Health Care
as a Doctor of Chiropractic
✓ If you want to help people get well and stay well
✓ If you want to work independently as a selfemployed chiropractic physician
✓ If you want to achieve the financial success

Trader FraniNeed
300 Front SW

stuff for your dorm
come check out our:

616.459.7403

(behind downtown campus dorms)
Monday:
Tues-Sat:
Sun:

commensurate with your professional standing as
a Doctor of Chiropractic
✓ If you want to establish your position in the
community as a highly respected Doctor of

Closed
11:00am - 6:00pm
12:00pm - 4:00pm

WLAV Prize Party
Sat. October 13th
11am - 1pm

Household Goods
Kitchen Supplies
Collectables
Small Furniture
Stereo's
TV's

Movies
CD's
Video Games
Pictures
Lava Lamps

BUY - SELL - TRADE

Chiropractic...

m* v
Then you are ready for a challenging and rewarding
career in chiropractic Contact Logan College
of Chiropractic today!

Log an
Colkge*of*CHIropn»ctic

1-800-533-9210
www.logan.edu

.V

1851 Schoettler Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63017

loganadm@logan.edu

Ai Equal Opportunity lustititloi of Mflw EAucaboi

County of Ottawa
Health Department

Family Planning

We Offer:
Low Cost Birth Control
Pap Smears & Exams
STD & Pregnancy Testing
Emergency Contraception

Hudsonville:
669-0040

NEED

Coopersville:
837-8171

EXTRA CASH?
^II IgTliaRmt^

Quality Custom Tattooing
Member of the Alliance of
Professional Tattooists
Open Monday - Saturday
Noon until 9:00pm
4176 Lake Michigan Dr NW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49544

SCHOOL SPECIAL!

naval piercings

$25
PH:616-l53-8898

with this adl

TUMBLEWEED'
SOUTHWEST GRILL
Located at Rivertown Crossings Mall,
on the 1st floor
between Marshall Fields and Old Navy

New plasma donors can
earn up to and over
$200 in the first month!
Earn $20 on your first visit, $30 on your
second visit, and $20 on your third
and fourth visits.
**Receive a $5 bonus with a valid
college ID on your first donation.

Call for information .
or an appointment
(231)755-0389
Bio-Blood Components Inc.
2585 Barclay St., Muskegon, Ml
Required ID: Picture ID, Social Security Card, & Proof of Address
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GV
Top
Spotligh
Top 10
Music Albums
1. Jay-Z, The Blueprint
2. Alicia Keys, Songs In
A Minor
3. Various Artists, Totally
Hits 2001
4. Enya, A Day Without
Rain
5. Nickelback, Silver Side
Up
6. P.O.D., Satellite
7. Linkin Park, [Hybrid
Theory]
8. Staind, Break The
Cycle
9. Usher, 8701
10. Various Artists, Now 7
source: Yahoo! music

Top 10 Box
Office Movies

\
Z

Top 10

books

1. The Corrections, by
Jonathan Franzen
2.The Prayer of Jabez:
Breaking Through to the
Blessed Life, by Bruce
Wilkinson
3.Who Moved My Cheese?
An Amazing Way to Deal
with Change in Your Work
and in Your Life, by
Spencer Johnson, Kenneth
Blanchard
4.John Adams, by David
McCullough
5.Germs: Biological
Weapons and America's
Secret War, by Judith
Miller, Stephen Engelberg,
William J. Broad
6.Body For Life: 12 Weeks
to Mental and Physical
Strength, by Bill Phillips,
With Michael D’Orso
7.Black House, by Stephen
King, Peter Straub, Peter.
Straub
8.Cane River (Oprah
Edition),by Lalita Tademy
9.Twin Towers: The Life of
New York City’s World
Trade Center, by Angus
Kress Gillespie
10.Fish! A Remarkable Way
to Boost Morale and
Improve Results, by
Stephen C. Lundin, John
Christensen, Harry Paul
Source BarnesANohle.com

l

Fifty workers helped create the film
Grand Valley Lanthom

source: Yahoo! movies
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Student movie
makes its debut
Tonko Souan

1. Training Day
2. Serendipity
3. Don't Say a Word
4. Zoolander
5. Joy Ride
6. Max Keeble's Big
Move
7. Hearts in Atlantis
8. Hardball
9. The Others
10.Rush Hour 2

m '

A group of Grand Valley State
University and Kendall College
students got together some time
ago to produce a film they
thought would be a thirty minute
movie.
The movie, however, turned
into a one hour and ten minute
film.
“The idea for the movie came
from a sketch about the day of
one of the Kendall students and
how the day tries to stop him,”
said creator Jeremy Broihier.
“We would get together for
about three to four hours a day
and plan things out,” he said.
The group of students started
two years ago and with some
stops due to slight creative
differences
they
would
sporadically go back to the

project.
However, the amount of work
they put into it was tremendous,
according to Broihier.
“The main concept of the
entire movie is about an artist
with excessive ambition who
exceeds his talent,” Broihier
said.
“In driving to create an
environment to foster brilliance,
he turns to extremes, and
bounces from extreme to
extreme,” he said. “The movie
shows the societies reaction to it.
He divorces himself from the
play while the day tries to re
claim him.”
There was a large group of
people involved in the making of
“Carpe Diem” including 50
student actors and helpers.
Nikky Wahl created the ‘great’
set, and many other people did
their part along with their own
risky stunts at times.

“We had some
struggles in the
making as we had
lack of experience,
but we grew up as
GVSU and
film makers.
We faced some Oct. 27.
opposition from the
school, they seem
to have a tendency to punish
ambitious students. Supportive
instructors seem to like
compliant students because they
need less resources,” Broihier
said.
There are two aesthetics in the
film, one being the day sequence
and one being the night
sequence.
“The day sequences are more,
home video-ish, but they give
the sense of reality and the
ruggedness of the day. The night
is crisp and everything is smooth
and carefully positioned,”
Broihier said.

Courtesy of Jeremy Broihier

Kendell College students’ film, ‘Carpe Dlem,“ will premiere on

The crew filmed everything in
digital video. Digital video is a
more inexpensive medium for
filming, however it does not lack
in quality. This resource is
perfect for college film students.
Broihier believes that “Carpe
Diem” is special because it
incorporates talent and vision
outside of just his. It is a wellmade movie with a lot of good
help.
This movie will be shown on
Oct. 27 at 10 Weston Street.
It is Broihier’s hope to see the
artist come together with the

filmmaker and talk about the
medium, as the movie was a big
incorporation between the two.
Aside from this film, some
shorter films will be shown
including Jason Crow’s “Ernie
Pies” and Jason Roth’s “Angry
Chair.”
The showing is free, but a $5
donation is welcome. This
donation would go toward the
film installation piece that many
seniors are working on right now
for their thesis.
“We hope to see a large variety
of people at the showing,”
Broihier said.

GVSU symphony prepares
Tweekend is
for first performance of year nothing fans

Thomas Fleischmann

Grand Valley Lanthom
The Grand Valley Symphony
Orchestra is busy getting
prepared
for
their
first
performance of the school year
on Oct. 17.
With their talent and the
support of multiple musicians,
they don’t have much to worry
about.
The one-hour performance is
being conducted by Dr. Hyunsai
Lee, and will include a variety of
exciting pieces.
The musicians have been
practicing since the beginning
of the school year, and are
more than prepared for their
audience.
All of the pieces
included in the
performance were
carefully chosen.
Among them are
“L’Arlesienne No. 2” by Bizet
and the “Romeo and Juliet
Fantasy
Overture”
by
Tchaikovsky.
The
Tchaikovsky piece is a
favorite of Dr. Lee.
“We are very excited about
this piece,” he said. “It is such
a passionate work, telling the
story
of
Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet.” The Bizet
piece is also one Dr. Lee is very
fond
of.
Of
particular
importance, however, are two
pieces written by one of Dr.
Lee’s colleagues.
Music faculty member Dr.
Kurt Ellenberger composed both
“The Nameless City” and
“Caesare et Rubicon.” The
inclusion of these two pieces
adds special significance to the
performance for members of the
music program. As Dr. Lee says,
“It is always exciting when we

can perform works by the
faculty.”
Dr. Ellenberger wrote “The
Nameless City” after reading a
story by gothic writer H.P.
Lovecraft. He describes it as
“...so grotesque, but so
descriptive too. It has a lot of
foreboding but also a lot of
grandeur. It talks about going
through a vast
desert
and
coming
across
an
\ C

abandoned city
of some ancient race.” He feels
his composition accurately
portrays the feeling of the
Lovecraft piece.
“Caesare et Rubicon,” his
other work, captures several
emotions. The piece is based on
the story of Caesar and his army

standing on the Rubicon River.
To cross the river in his time
would be to declare all-out war
on neighboring countries. The
composition
portrays
the
emotions one goes through at
such a time. Dr. Ellenberger
imagined standing at the
threshold of a new experience,
feeling the trepidation and fear,
and pushing forward to be
victorious. The Oct.
17
performance will be the premier
for both of these pieces, which
Dr. Ellenberger is very excited
about. He heard both pieces
performed for the
first time
by
the
orchestra,
and was
“...very pleased. Dr.
Lee knows how to
get the very best
out
of
his
orchestra.”
It
is
not
uncommon for
faculty
to
compose works
for each other. Dr.
Ellenberger has had his
pieces have been performed on
piano, cello, and various other
instruments. “It’s a tradition that
goes back a long time,” Dr.
Ellenberger explains. “Even
Mozart wrote for his buddies.”
The orchestra consists of
approximately
sixty
musicians, almost all of whom
are Grand Valley students. It
holds two performances a
semester.
The
second
performance this semester will
be taking place on Nov. 30. The
Oct. 17 performance will take
place in the Louis Armstrong
Theatre in the Performing Arts
Center,
which
holds
approximately 500 audience
members. The performance will
be free to students and the
community alike.

!

have not heard
Lisa Jenkins

HOB.com
Four years after their
powerhouse debut, “Vegas,”
The Crystal Method has
crawled out from their
Glendale, CA, studio to present
their latest offering.
Where have they been, you
may ask?
Oh, only
touring (Family
Values and
Electric Highway
tours among
others), playing
fashion shows,
writing music for
soundtracks
(Spawn, South
Park) and scoring
video games
(Nitrous Oxide).
If only, one
sighs wistfully,
they’d spent so
much energy on
this record.
It’s not a bad
record, by any
stretch.
In fact, the kids will dig it, the
clubs will play it to death,
action movies will use any
number of songs for slow
motion martial arts scenes, and
electronic music’s snooty
intelligentsia will roll their eyes
collectively and dismiss it.
But it could have been so
much more.
Tweekend is plainly a betternamed, more consistent and
higher quality record than
Vegas (which, by the way, sold

a blue jillion copies), granted,
but The Crystal Method are still
falling shy of the bar set by the
Fatboy Slims and the Chemical
Brothers of the world.
Once you get over that
disappointment, it’s easy to
enjoy this record for what it is.
The special guests alone are
testaments to The Meth’s
industry cache: hello, Scott
Weiland, DJ
Swamp, Jon
Brion, Styles
of Beyond and
Rage Against
The
Machine’s
Tom Morello.
Morello co
wrote and co
produced
“Name Of the
Game,” the
first single, in
addition to
playing guitar
and adding
vocal effects
on a couple
other tracks.
A little dose
of Rage Against the Machine
seems to have done The Crystal
Method good.
The CD knows when to rock,
and it grooves with more
traditional melodies than most
of its electronic peers.
When the muscular beats and
head bobbing bass kick in, it’s
nearly impossible to resist.
At the end of the day we’re
not breaking any new ground
here, folks... so just keep on
shaking your booty.

Music
Review

IRANI VALLEY LANTRIRN

Eats

What Once Was Lost

Review

Part 2: The First Glimpse

Four bars ana a
hot aog joint
Melissa Dembny

Grand Valley Lanthom
Four bars in one night, the trouble in Grand
Rapids is that there are so many good bars it is
hard to choose which' ones to go to.
The first stop,
Taps Sports
Bar and The
Deuce on the
comer of
Ionia and
Fulton
Streets.
This
complex
is two bars
in one; The
Deuce is a
dance club
with a different DJ every
night.
Also, this is one of the few bars downtown
that 18-20 year olds can party at, for a price of
$10 at the door. The cover for patrons 21 and
up is only $2, which is a small price to pay to
shake your bootie all night.
On the other hand, Taps Sports Bar is your
typical sports bar with two floors of ample
seating and big screen televisions.
There is a huge selection of
beers on tap: domestics, imports
and local microbrews. For the
wanner weather Taps has a great
indoor and outdoor patio, which
gives patrons a quieter place to
talk with friends.
Taps also features local live music
every Sunday and Wednesday nights
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., with drink specials
almost every night.
The best night to go to Taps is on Thursday
for their “beat the clock” draft beer specials
that start at 9 p.m. and range from $0.50 to $2.
The second stop, J. Gardella’s Tavern, which
is across the street from Taps on Ionia Street,
personally this is one of my local favorites.
Gardella’s has three floors with a different bar
on each level.
The main floor is a Cheers looking bar with
huge oak tables and chairs for groups of people
to sit around.
The third level is decorated slightly different
with more seating, which is great when going

out with a large group of people.
The basement level is a typical dingy
basement-looking bar with a pool table and
high cocktail tables and booths for seating.
Maybe the best feature of Gardella’s is the
free peanuts that are great for starting shell
throwing wars.
Gardella’s has a great selection of liquors and
beers for any drinker; also Gardella’s may have
some of the best bartenders in the city.
For the next stop we ventured into
Easttown, which is always packed with
people on the weekends. Mulligan’s Pub is
located on Wealthy Street right next to the
Intersection; it is a great Irish pub dark, dirty
and smoky. A great place for drinking
Guinness Stout and a famous Mulligan’s
stew. The Mulligan’s stew is the signature
shot of this Irish Pub; it is Bacardi 151,
Kalhua. and Bailey’s Irish Cream. The best
way to do these shots are to light them on fire
and suck the shot through a straw, these are
definitely not for the weak hearted drinker.
The final bar was Billy’s; this is a newly
renovated blues and jazz bar across the street
from Mulligan’s Pub on Wealthy Street.
Billy’s has live music many nights of the
week and features
many local and
state bands
playing music of
many tastes. The
| best thing about
Billy's is that
the cover charge
is usually not
over $3 and for
this poor college
student that is a great
price to hear some great
music. With the new renovations
Billy’s has also recruited some of the best
bartenders in town that give great service.
Bar hopping would not be complete without
eating-after the bar closes and Yesterdog is the
perfect stop after visiting the Easttown bars.
Yesterdog is your top of the line New York hot
dog joint with the best hot dogs in West
Michigan.
While your waiting for your Ultradog with
extra ketchup be sure to try to hit the tip tube
for the entertaining workers. Also be sure to
grab lots of napkins and spend your last couple
of dollars on these delicious dogs.

By Erin Kutzke

The staff came down, hard,
cracking me on the top of the
head. I sat down, seeing stars.
The world was spinning around
me, the greens and browns and
grays of the forest surrounding
us merging and unmerging
before my very eyes. A face
swam into view over me. “Are
you all right, Shai?”
It was Craig’s voice, Craig’s
face, but the clothes were all
wrong. Looks like he’s in garb
again, but his isn’t that nice.
He offered me his arm, which
was encased in a leather
gauntlet and bracers to match.
As I reached up and gripped it,
thinking to ask him when he’d
upgraded that get-up, I noticed
my own hand and arm were
encased in similar
accouterments. What the heck
is going on here? He pulled me
to my feet, then stooped to pick
up something I’d apparently
dropped.
My staff. I dropped my staff.
I didn’t know where the thought
came from. The last I’d known,
I was on my bike, racing my

GROUNDS
continued from page 3

“The colder it gets, the less
effective road salt is,” he said.
Stanton also said that there
was a lot of groundskeeping
work to do this spring due to all
the construction.
“It’s not something coming
directly out of the grounds
budget,” he said. “The grounds
department would handle that
but a lot of the time it is built
into the project, funding wise.”
A few problems occurred with
grounds keeping this summer
when all the construction
projects started simultaneously,
Stanton said.
“We had damage to the
underground sprinkler system
and we had to relocate quite a
few of the trees around the

best friend, Craig Malcolm, to
Kleiner Commons, and now
here I was in the middle of this
clearing out in the middle of
nowhere, dressed in attire better
suited to a fantasy novel or a
renaissance festival, and getting
hit in the head with a staff. As
if my life couldn’t get any
weirder.
I began to dust myself off,
frowning slightly to myself,
trying to puzzle out my
situation. I felt his hand on my
shoulder, his other hand
offering my staff to me. I took
it and stared at him. He looks
exactly like Craig, but for some
reason, I begin to wonder if it’s
really him. “Thanks,” I said
quietly.
He frowned heavily at me.
“Shai, are you sure you’re all
right?” Even the voice was the
same, if with a trace of an
accent that I just couldn’t place.
I nodded. “I’m fine.” My
own voice, I noted, had the
same sort of accent, if only
slightly different. It was an
accent I recognized, one that I
sometimes found myself
inadvertently slipping into when

I was tired or frustrated or
angry. “I’m fine,” I repeated,
my voice a little louder this
time.
He nodded, but turned away
from me at the sound of a
voice.
“Lord Malcolm! Sha’dan
Tyree has arrived to speak with
you about a treaty!”
“I’m coming,” he shouted
back, then turned back to me,
dropping his voice low. “I have
to go. You know what a peace
treaty with the Dan’ling could
mean for us.” He kissed me
tenderly and then darted off.
What’s going on here?
“Shai! Slow that bike down
or you’ll—!”
In an eye blink, I found
myself back on my bike and
slamming one foot down onto
the pavement to avoid crashing
into Craig, who was standing in
the middle of the sidewalk in
front of Kleiner. I almost went
over with the bike. Shaking all
over, I got off my bike and just
hugged him.
“Shai, are you all right?”
“I don’t know, Craig,” I
whispered. “I just don’t know.”

buildings,” he said.
Most of the trees around the
buildings are relatively new so
they we’re easy to move,
Stanton said. Last year, when
the housing construction started,
the grounds crew moved about
80 trees.
“When we did the road work
we had to move 10 or 12 trees
with a crane because the trees
were so large,” he said. “They
couldn’t be moved with a truck.
They were all hand dug and
wrapped up. That was a big
project there and we had
complete success with that. We
haven’t lost any of the trees we
relocated.”
The grass at GVSU gets
watered only once a day and is
fertilized only about four times
a year.
“We do use different fertilizers
at different times a year, and the

grass is only really watered once
a day,” Stanton said. “The
campus is so large that we
generally start watering in the
evening and it takes until the
early part of the morning and it
is all computerized.”
Stanton said that the only
thing done to the ravines is tree
maintenance
“If the trees are old and have
started to die off we have to cut
them down because they
become a safety hazard,” he
said. “If they’re half dead or
they look like the branches are
going to come down and hurt
someone then we go in and take
the tree down. A lot of the time
we just leave the tree in the
ravine to rot and become part of
the environment. Tree care is an
on-going process. We take a lot
of pride in taking care of them.”

The Lanthom is looking for people to write reviews of
movies, music, and restaurants. Brail for details
arts @lanthorn.com
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Polish professors visit Grand Valley
The three professors will stay at GVSU a semester as part of an exchange program
John Bach

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Or. Gregg Dimkoff

Finance Department
Seidman School of Business

Q

My financial advisor
told me that my Roth IRA is
risky. How come?

A

You misunderstood
your advisor’s explanation.
Roth IRAs can be set up to be
extremely safe or extremely
risky, or anywhere in between
- the choice is yours.
For example, you can open
an IRA at a bank and fund it
with an FDIC insured
certificate of deposit. That’s
safe. In fact, it’s probably too
safe for anyone except grandpa
and grandma.
At the other extreme, you
can open an IRA and fund it
with shares of stock or mutual
funds.
Again, you get to choose.
You could buy shares of highrisk companies, or you could
buy widely diversified mutual
funds.
I'm guessing that your
financial advisor suggested a
high-tech or high growth
mutual fund for your IRA, you
agreed, and now you have a
relatively high-risk IRA.
For a young person with
decades to go before
retirement, that’s a reasonable
risk to take. The hope is that,
as the years pass, the value of
your mutual fund will rise
faster than average.
You did the right thing in
setting up a Roth IRA. First,
you are preparing for your
retirement, and the earlier you
start, the lower the odds are
that you will have to work as a
Wal-Mart greeter well into
your 90s. Second, for most
people, Roths make more
sense than regular IRAs.
With a Roth, you can pull out
your principal after five years
without penalty.
While no one would suggest
that you should plan to do so,
the option gives you financial
flexibility. Perhaps the best
advantage of a Roth, however,
is that you never have to pay
income taxes on any of the
money you pull out, not even
on the income earnings or
capital gains.
Finally, when it comes to
estate planning, Roth balances
can be transferred to children, *
grandchildren, or anyone else
much easier than can regular
IRAs.

Q

• Social Security won’t
be around when I retire, or
am I being too pessimistic?

A

• Way too pessimistic!
The way I see it, Social
Security will outlast all of us,
though changes in the program
w ill occur every few years.
We went through the
bankruptcy scenario in the
1970s. Just about everyone
back then was convinced that
the System was near death.
But several fixes were made
that decade, culminating in a
major fix just as the 1980s
were beginning.
That fix worked, and will
continue to work for another
20-30 years (depending on
which estimates you believe).
It's now time for another fix,
and it will happen, and the
System w ill be fixed for
another few decades.
Our country absolutely will
not stand for anything less.
Tens of millions of retirees,
and about 77 million Baby
Boomers will see to that.
Pity the poor senator or
representative who dares to
vote away benefits!
Remember, old people like to
vote, and the November
elections are just about the
social highlight of the year for
many of them.
A bigger concern for all of us
is Social Security will provide
25% or less of the income we
will need to retire. The rest
will have to come from 401k
plans, personal investments,
and part-time jobs.

Send your questions to
Professor Dimkoff. 444 DEV,
or dimkoffytqgvsu.edu

As it has for the past 26 years, the
School of Public and Nonprofit
Administration
is hosting
three
professors from Poland this semester as
part of an ongoing exchange between
Grand Valley State University and the
Krakow University of
Economics.
Drs.
Danuta
Kabat,
Bozena Pera and Darek
Fatula are the three faculty
members from the Polish
school who will spend the
fall semester in Grand
Rapids. Grand Valley pays
all expenses for their stay.
In return, the Economic
University provides travel
and living expenses for four
students to venture to
Poland
each
summer,
according to Dan Balfour,

director of the SPNA.
“The faculty have the
opportunity to pursue their
teaching and research
interests, while developing
their professional agenda in
they
wouldn’t
ways
otherwise,” said Balfour.
“The students get to
experience the political
economy of a
former
socialist
country first
hand.”
Dr. • Danuta Kabat teaches
modern political systems
and European integration
from the historic, legal and
economic viewpoints. Her
time in America will be
spent collecting data for her
work in political systems
theory.
Dr.
Darek
Fatula
specializes
in
market

analysis. He is working on
the problem of how to
integrate Poland’s economy
with the global financial
markets.
Of particular
interest is preparing for
Poland’s entry into the
European Union, slated for
2004. “People in Poland
aren’t used to saving and
investing, so I’m
studying how to
help the Polish
economy
to
grow
through
investment,” said Fatula.
Dr. Bozena Pera also
studies economic integration.
She came to the U.S. to study
the effects of NAFTA and
similar trade agreements on
the economy. She plans on
gathering materials for her
research, and to broaden her
experience in teaching.
“One thing which is very

different from Poland is the pedagogical
approach,” said Kabat. “In Poland, all
effort is focused on the final examination.
The problem with this approach is that
the learning tends to not get reinforced. I
like the more progressive approach to
teaching which your professors here seem
to take. We don’t usually require our
students to do reading in advance.
Everything rides on the final exam.”
“The educational structure
here is more interactive, and
I’d like to bring some of that
into my classroom,” said
Pera.
“I plan to use more
examples and mix lecture
with example,” Fatula said.
“This has been a very
productive collaboration
from the beginning, and the
fact that it has lasted so long
is
testimony
to
the
program’s effectiveness,”
Balfour said.

GYStf holds emfenmee
on alternative fools
John Bach
Grand Valley Lanthorn
f<

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Abbey Hettmansperger
Those studying to become a health care worker through the Kirkhof School of Nursing can now
take Spanish. GVSU is working with Voices for Health to increase understanding with patients.

Grand Valley’s School of
Nursing offers Spanish course
Jenny Rowell

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Michigan
health
care
providers can expect to
communicate with Spanish
speaking
clients
more
frequently and fluently, thanks
to “Spanish Language and
Culture for Health Care
Providers”,
a
Continuing
Nursing Education course
offered at Grand Valley.
The Kirkhof School of
Nursing has come together for
the past two years with Voices
For Health to offer the course,
which
helps
increase
understanding and awareness of
many different cultures besides
Spanish.
This particular course is

designed to focus on professionrelated questions, vocabulary
and the Hispanic culture,
particularly cultural attitudes
toward health. Questions like
“where is the pain?’’ and “how
can I find the elevator?” are
examples of topics that will be
taught during the eight-week
seminar.
Two levels are offered:
beginner and intermediate.
Students are taught basic
conversation, patient assessment
and more specific health related
concerns throughout both
classes.
Class size is limited to 16
participants
to
facilitate
individualized learning.
The instructor, Mercedes De
La Rosa, is originally from the

Dominican Republic. She
assists students in correct
pronunciation and verb tenses.
She is a full-time translator for
the company and enjoys
teaching these classes on the
side.
Voices. For Health was
previously known as Spanish
Translation, Etc. and has
worked on expanding into other
languages and cultures.
“We are planning a short
course for advanced Spanish
fluency,” said Michelle Scott,
RN. Scott is the founder of this
company, which has been in
existence for nearly three years.
“Hospitals and healthcare
organizations are looking for
Spanish-speaking workers, or
really any language”, Scott said.

Taps Sports Bar
$2.50 Drafts All Day
Free Pool 6-close & Karaoke 9-lam
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Alternative fuels are the
wave of the future, and West
Michigan is on the cutting
edge
of
these
new
technologies.
A conference highlighting
the energy research endeavors
of some key West Michigan
corporations was held last
Thursday on Pew Campus in
Grand Rapids.
The
event
provided
publicity for the companies
that are working even harder
to develop alternative fuel
resources in the wake of the
September 11th attacks.
“If we weren’t so dependent
on fossil fuels, we could be
less concerned in our foreign
policy about Mideast oil,”
according to Dr. Jim Wolter,
Director of Energy Research
for the new Muskegon
SmartZone.
In addition, a major theme
of the conference was the
investment
potential
surrounding this type of
innovation; sponsoring the
event
was
McDonald
Investments, KeyBank, RWB
Capital Management, The
Wege Foundation, and several
businesses that presented
their
energy-saving
inventions.
Wolter, a full Professor in
GVSU’s
Marketing
Department who is on leave
to head up the Muskegon
SmartZone, woiks with these
companies
to
develop
realistic goals for using
alternative fuels.
The Muskegon SmartZone
is a high tech research and
development energy park
along the shore of Muskegon
Lake.
Some of the highlights of

the conference were speeches
about the various types of
alternative energy sources
being developed.
Fuel Cfell Energy, a
Connecticut-based company
that woiks to produce more
efficient power plants, and
Syntroleum, which develops
clean diesel and synthetic
fuels, provided information
on their gadgets.
Peter M. Wege, head of the
Wege
Foundation
and
environmental
activist,
delivered a speech on the
need for businesses to
establish a “green” bottom
line.
“It has not been consumerfriendly to let people know
how ominous the Earth’s
future is. Now we have no
choice,” Wege said.
Wege’s
new
book,
Economicology, stresses the
interrelatedness of human
endeavors
and
the
environment. “If we continue
to treat our natural resources
as if they are in unlimited
supply, we can only continue
on the path of destruction that
has been the history of the
industrial age.”
Wege practices what he
preaches.
He personally
owns four gas-electric hybrid
vehicles, two Honda Insights
and two Toyota Priuses,
which he loans to his staff for
their commute to work.
The Insight gets 61 city
miles per gallon and costs
about $20,000, according to a
recent article in Car and
Driver Magazine.
The Insight uses Nickelhydride batteries to power its
13 horsepower electric motor.
Harding
Electric
in
Muskegon is the only North
American company currently
manufacturing this efficient
type of battery.
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Family owned business
hall of fame
John Bach

Grand Valley Lanthorn
GVSU honored 12 area businesses by inducting
them into the Family Owned Business Hall of
Fame, a new feature of the DeVos Center in Grand
Rapids.
The event last Tuesday featured a dinner and an
Induction
Ceremony,
during
which
a
representative from each business was handed a
replica of the shadowbox display which will be a
permanent fixture in the hallways near the Van
Andel Global Trade Center.
In addition to being the first permanent exhibit
of its kind on Pew Campus, the Hall of Fame will
play a number of important roles, according to
Tom Schwarz, Director of Grand Valley’s Family
Owned Business Institute.
Each shadowbox will be hung in a prominent
location and tell the history of the company, as
well as why they were chosen for this special
honor.
The decision to honor family-owned businesses
in this way was made
Grand Valley has profited from its partnerships
with local businesses, who seem especially eager
to share in making Grand Valley a success.

“Without these businesses, Grand Valley would
not have had the resources to finance its record
growth of the past decade,” according to President
Mark Murray.
“The challenge family businesses face is
twofold,” Schwarz said. “First, to get a successful
business going. Second, to hand it down to the
next generation after the founder retires.” Only
10% percent of businesses that are handed down to
the second generation make it through another
iteration.
“West Michigan has a strong history of
intergenerational entrepreneurship,” said David
Mielke, Business School Dean, during remarks,
which opened the ceremony. “In some cases, there
are three generations of family business owners
represented here today.”
The 12 companies to be inducted were Alticor,
Bissell Inc, D&W Food Centers Inc, Gordon Food
Service Inc, Haworth Inc, Howard Miller
Company, Irwin Seating Company, Lorin
Industries Inc, Meijer, Monarch Hydraulics Inc,
Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Company, and
Steelcase Inc.
Underwriting the event was the law firm of
Miller, Johnson, Snell & Cummiskey, PLC, a firm
which represents many of these businesses.

President Murray helped induct 12 local businesses into the
Family Owned Business Hall of Fame last week. Murray and Bob
Woodrick of D&W Food Centers, Inc., unveiled a plaque (above).
Audience members watched as Herb Kurzman of Lorin Industries,
Inc., received recognition (bottom). Jack Miller of Howard Miller
Company listens to Murray (left).
All photos by Abbey Hettmansperger
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Despite occasional successes,
germ weapons have not played a
decisive role in wars. This kind
of warfare has not been common
throughout history, Magnusson
said.
Chemical weapons are easier
to assemble than biological
weapons, but won’t have the
same effect, Ballard said. Only
people directly exposed to the
toxins would be endangered.
Terrorists in the past have
chosen chemicals over germs,
Ballard said.
The Aum Shinrikyo
cult, the group held responsible
for releasing sarin, a nerve gas,
in a Tokyo subway in 1995, had
large financial backing and
thousands of members, several
of whom were skilled biologists.
The group was unable to mount
a successful biological attack.
Instead, the sarin killed 12
people, Ballard said.
David Johnson, a professor of
occupational and environmental
health at the OU Health
Sciences Center, said nerve
gases interfere with normal
operation of nerves.
Agents in the gas
interfere with nerve signals and
cause the nerves to fire out of
control.

NEWS
Eventually nerves wear
themselves out and muscles
become
paralyzed.
Small
amounts can be deadly, but
people cannot simply buy nerve
gas and it is difficult to
manufacture it.
“It’s not a simple matter to
make the stuff,” he said. “Those
types of materials are very
difficult to use.”
For its impractical handling,
the gases are not common in
military operations, Johnson
said.
Johnson said people should
not panic about biological or
chemical attacks. “The public’s
anxiety is much greater than the
realistic risk,” he said.
With all the concern about the
possibility of biochemical
warfare, Americans may be
working themselves into a
frenzy.
'
“We’re engaging in our own
form of terrorism,” said Sloan,
who believes Americans are
generating
fear
amongst
themselves by buying gas masks
and taking other individual
steps.
The United States should be
mindful of the possibility of
biochemical weapons, but
should not overreact.
“I think the country’s basically
prepared for it,” Edger said.

Red Bull and alcohol might bo a bad mix
The mixture has been suspected in three deaths ■.
Mike Dhar

The Daily Iowan (U.lowa)
The drink comes in a
sleek blue and silver can and
tramples the taste of alcohol.
Red Bull Energy Drink mixed
with
vodka
has
grown
increasingly popular with local
bar patrons, but some health
experts say the product —
suspected in connection with
three deaths in Sweden — might
have harmful effects.
The drink might be dangerous
when mixed with vodka because
its flavor masks the taste of
alcohol, making it difficult to
gauge how much alcohol has
been consumed, said Kathy
Mellen, a dietitian for Health
Iowa. Red Bull contains almost
as much caffeine as coffee, she
said, and the stimulant disguises
some of the effects of alcohol, a
depressant.
The Swedish National Food
Administration reportedly is
investigating Red Bull because
three people died shortly after

U. North Dakota
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HUMANISM...
Its ideas like: man is the measure of all things, or the
proper study of mankind is man, and there is no
God, or if there is, she is just like us...

consuming the drink. The group
issued a recommendation early
this year not to consume such
energy drinks to quench thirst or
in combination with alcohol.
“It doesn’t make a lot of
medical sense,” said Eric Evans,
a doctor with University of Iowa
Student Health. “The symptoms
might not be what one would
expect from a stimulant or
depressant alone.”
Local bar employees said
despite such warnings, the drink
has grown in popularity.
"There are a few drinks that
have been a mainstay here for a
while, and Red Bull and vodka
has moved right in,” said Matt
Wilson, manager of the Sports
Column.
UI junior Scott Monsma said
he frequently drinks Red Bull
mixed with alcohol and finds the
drink a good stimulant.
“Last weekend I was tired. I
was kind of dragging,” he said.
“[Red Bull and vodka is] a good
kicker because of all the
caffeine.”

Consuming stimulants with
alcohol
can
result
in
dangerously high blood pressure
and heart palpitations, Mellen
said. Caffeine and alcohol each
individually dehydrates the
body, and mixing the two
worsens the effect, she said.
Mellen said Red Bull and
vodka poses more dangers than
other mixed drinks, such as rum
and Coke, because of its higher
caffeine content.
The makers of Red Bull claim
the drink has never been linked
conclusively to any harmful
health effects and has never
been banned, according to the
company’s Web site. Red Bull
representatives could not be
reached for comment.
But the drink’s being under
investigation should make
people cautious, Evans said.
“Certainly if there is some
evidence that a product has been
associated with deaths, it would
be prudent not to use that
product if you don’t have to,” he
said.

Sand Dollar Distributors, Inf.

Red Bull, the popular energy
drink, might be harmful when
drank with alcohol because It
masks the taste of alcohol. !
Therefore, some may not
realize how much they are
really drinking.

North Dakota University president
tries to end Indian mascot debate
Brenden Timpe
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(U-WIRE) GRAND FORKS,
N.D. — Before University of
North Dakota president Charles
Kupchella came to Grand Forks
in 1999, he was given a packet
on the Fighting Sioux nickname
issue.
The packet gave information
on the history of the controversy,
describing it as “an unresolved
issue.”
However, Kupchella could not
have been prepared for some of
the obstacles that the debate has
caused during his short tenure.
The nickname has generated
controversy since a group first
called for it to be dropped in
1969.
The controversy has become
more frequent in the last decade,
and especially the last few years.
Through it all. President
Kupchella has been stuck in the
middle.
“Despite the fact that we have
been able to get beyond it and do
some
things
to support
American Indian students here
on our campus and on the
reservation, the fact is that issue
and having to deal with it has
been a bit of a distraction, and
has been an impediment to
getting on with the real business
of what universities are all
about,” Kupchella said.
Kupchella’s involvement in
the controversy began when the
new Fighting Sioux logo, drawn
by American Indian artist

Bennett Brien, was unveiled to
the public in the fall of 2000.
Since then, the issue has come
up frequently on campus.
Even after the North Dakota
State Board of Higher Education
voted unanimously to keep the
Fighting Sioux nickname, the
issue still lingers.
Kupchella said that he thinks it
is due to misunderstanding and
closed-mindedness between the
two viewpoints.
“Sitting here in the center of
all of this,” he said, “the reason
that it’s such a divisive issue is
that there are people at the
extremes, both sides of the issue,
who either really do or
apparently believe that anyone
that holds a different point of
view are bad people that really
know better. They come to the
issue with that assumption and it
makes it almost impossible to
work out and understand their
differences.”
Kupchella said that, because
neither side is willing to give in
or listen to the others, the issue
is stuck between a rock and a
hard place.
“It’s always going to be a
divisive issue no matter what the
university chooses to do, and
when it chooses to do it,” he
said. “If the (nickname)
proponents see that it was done
unreasonably, they’ll be angry. If
we keep it, those who see that
we should give it up will be
angry, so you can’t win. You’re
right in between two extreme
points of view that look

immutable, and it all comes attach to a sports team.”
from that false assumption, that
Kupchella said that, although
false approach to the issue that some object to the fundamental
those who hold a different point idea of using humans 4s
of view know better, but they’re mascots, most have problems
bad people.”
with other negative aspects that
Kupchella said that he believes the logos bring.
the issue is sometimes looked at
“Where we were and, I think
the wrong point of view.
still are, trying to probe is what
Rather than an issue of human it is that you object to... I would
rights, he sees it as one that offer that if they were inherently
could be worked at from either stereotypical or inherently
side.
wrong, then we would wonder
“Some people tout this as a why the tribes themselves have
human rights issue,” he said. nicknames that are tilted more
“I’ve never seen that there is any that way,” he said.
such thing. It’s more of a
Kupchella said that, although
‘human courtesy’ issue. It’s a he wants to be respectful of
matter of who is going to extend Native American culture, he also
what courtesy to whom. The does not want to dismiss a
American Indians could say, nickname that has been a UND
‘well look, as lonj> as you use tradition for 70 years.
the name and images with honor,
He sees tradition as a value
we’re not going to object.’”
that should be respected more by
Kupchella brought up the all parties on the issue.
example of a resolution that was
But how can all of this be
received from the Spirit Lake done, and how can this divisive
Tribe of North Dakota. " ■“"
' issue Find a common ground?
The tribe proposed that if
“You need to understand hoW I
some of the negative aspects of look at this, I need to understand
the logo were addressed, that how you look at it,” Kupchella
they would have no problem said. “Then we’ll see what
with its use at UND.
differences we have worked on,
“If it were ... a fundamental and see where it goes. But as
human rights issue, then if there long as we get'this shrill rhetoric
were a single Irishman who and name calling, it just blocks
objected to the (Notre Dame any possibility of dialogue.
University) Fighting Irish or a People don’t listen to shrill,
single
Scandinavian
who harsh rhetoric. They just spout
objected to the (professional some shrill, harsh rhetoricfootball Minnesota) Vikings, back.”
then it would have to apply there
as well, because it’s all about
using humans as an image to

WRONG, DEADLY IDEAS!
But you are being taught them: in class, and even in
church. And we are left with collapsed buildings,
corpses, clueless, and oarless in our little boats.
For a better way, a Rock, and an Oar, and
a Building that endures
Come on out, humanists and all, to discuss Humanism:
and young hearts and minds under siege!
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. October 17,
Kirkhof, 2nd floor, Cabins ABC
Sponsored by Christianity on Campus
For truth and true religion, and rowing your boat
so you get to the other side...

ATTENTION:
All Grand Valley
Clubs and Organizations:
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is offering registered GVSU clubs
and organizations the opportunity
each week to present a "news brief"
to the campus community.
Send or bring your message
(150 words or less) to the Grand
Valley Lanthorn, 100 Commons,
Allendale Campus.
Or email to: lanthorn@gvsu.edu
Copy deadline is 5 P.M. Friday
for the following week's edition.
t
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Fraternities Sororities

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semes
ter
with
the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com threehour fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applica
tions. Fundraising dates are fill
ing quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-J238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com. (11/29)

Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2000 this semester

Birthday Notices
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthom office, 100 ‘Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week's issue, (tf)

FOR SALE
Computers,
Printers,
&
Monitors. 486D x 2166, CD,
Sound, & Modem $40; Pentium
120, Sound CD, Windows 95,
Internet ready $120. Call 2457097 or 245-9542. (11/1)

AUTOMOTIVE
FOR SALE:
1992 Ford Taurus. Fully loaded,
looks great, runs great! $1700
OBO. Call 647-4398.
86 Ford Tempo 4 Door. AM/FM
Cassette. Runs and drives well.
$550 OBO. Call 616-454-1211.
(10/18)
Toyota Tercel 1996, A/C, Automatic,
excellent gas mileage, very depend
able car, clean condition, AM/FM
cassette, Blue Book 6250, asking
$4800. Please call 791-4573.
Black '99 Ford Escort Sport. 4Door,
Automatic,
21,000
miles,$8,750.
Please Call (419)
467-1331. (10/11)

EMPLOYMENT
Grand Valley Lanthom is looking
for a Distribution Person. Quick,
Easy money. Must be able to work
Thursday mornings. For more
Information please call Emily at
,895-2486.
Excellent Opportunity!
Set your
own hours - be your own boss make
$200
$1000/month!
Consultants needed immediately for
new personal care/cosmetics line.
Leave message for Lisa at 1-800-581-7837. (10/25)
Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthom is seeking essays, very
short stories, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)
Reader's Caution
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

Employment
For Bala
Housing
Lost & *—J
Miscai

V f rWVS

Clubs Student Groups

BIRTHDAYS

Tha Grand VtotoyUwthom
raaarvaatha right to adRbrrajact
any adaariaamant at any flma and
to ptaoa al advartaamanta undar
propar datarttoaOon.

with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card appli
cations.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888)923-3238, or visit

HOUSING
Recent College Grad. Looking for a
non-smoking roommate to share 3
bedroom furnished house, 5 min.
from downtown GR, off Lake
Michigan Dr. $350 plus 1/2 utilities.
Please call (616) 299-6690. (10/11)
If looking to live on-campus, in
apartment style living center with
female. Please call (616)667-9692,
Leave message. (10/18)

www.campusfundraiser.com ,
(11/29)

SPRING BREAK
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Book
Early and Get free meal plan. Earn
cash & Go Free! Now hiring
Campus Reps. 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com (12/6)
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun, the
Bahamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan
FOR FREE! To find out how, call 1888-777-4642 or e-mail sales@suncoastvacations.com (12/16)
Spring Break 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas or Florida. Join
Student Travel Services, Americas
#1 Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips at Grand Valley and earn cash
and
free
trips.
Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com. (12/16)
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in
FREE travel, Drinks, Food and
Parties with the Best DJ's and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan, and the Bahamas. Go to
StudentCity.com, call 1-800-2931443
or
email
sales@studentcity.com to find out
more. (12/16)
ACAPULCO’S #1 Spring Break
Company. BIANCH-ROSSI TOURS
wants you to Go Loco in Acapulco!
Spring Break 2002's Hottest
Destination with the only company
specializing in Acapulco! Call 1-800875-4525 or log onto www.bianchirossi.com. Travel Free -- ask how!
(10/25)
GO DOWN ON US! Become a cam
pus rep. Earn free trips and cash.
Choose from 8 destinations.
USASPRINGBREAK.com. 1-877460-6077. (10/18)
‘"ACT NOW! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
Reps needed...travel free, eam$$$.
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
8
0
0
8
3
8
8203/www.leisuretours.com
(1/25)
Wanted: Dimwitted students for out
rageous spring break / employment
opportunities. Sound too good to be
true? That's because it is! All stu
dents will be equally scammed. We
don’t discriminate.
Reader’s Caution
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution (tf)

Commardil Rim
Classifiad word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charga, than
20 cants par additional word,
advance.
dace, Italicize or capitalize
words in your classified, add 10
cants par word. To box an ad:
[tra. Classifiad display rate
par column inch.

The copy
advartWno is at noon on
-«—

^ -4f—>

ctoitwq ggpwy i
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Nna is 10 a.m.
sand your copy to Ola <
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All ctossMtods must be
advance, thank you, uni

Need a little extra cash? The
Lanthom is looking for hard working
and motivated advertising reps.
Work up to 7 hours a week and
commission. You set your own
schedule. If interested stop by the
Lanthom office (100 Commons) or
call 895-2486 (9/6)
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthom editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. We’re not afraid to
investigate the difficult story or give
credit where it’s due. E-mail your tip
to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

LOST & FOUND
Free
Lost and Found ads are free, first
insertion, 25 words maximum. Email to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

NOTICES
Single Copies
of the Grand Valley Lanthom are
free of charge. Additional copies are
available at 25 cents each. 100
Commons, GVSU, Allendale, Ml
49401. (tf)
Reader’s Caution
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)
Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers
student organizations to promote
themselves through free announce
ments published as Club Notes in
the Laker Life section. E-mail your
information, 150 word limit, to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love ’em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone’s
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthorn "Personals" are only 15
cents per word, $3 minimum, paid in
advance at the Lanthorn, 100
Commons. Deadline is noon
Monday for that week’s issue, (tf)
Reader’s Caution
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone caHs,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

RETAIL SERVICES
Brian’s Books
Bigger. Better. Save more money on
you new and used books.
Downtown and near the watertower,
Allendale campus. 892-4170. (tf)

WANTED
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthom editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. We're not afraid to
investigate the difficult story or give
credit where it’s due. E-mail your tip
to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)
Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very
short stories, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthom.com (tf)

ANNOUNCEMENTS)
Latino Student Union Dinner and
Dance FREE.
Fajitas, Salso,
Merengue. Saturday October 13,
2001. 6-8p.m. Dinner, 9p.m. -2a.m.
Dance. Grand River Room, Kirkhof
Center.
Funded by SLO fee.
Questions? Call 617-9755 (10/11)

Lanthorn toons

WANTED
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. We’re not afraid to
investigate the difficult story or give
credit where it's due. E-mail your tip
to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)
Dillenbeck’s Coffeehouse serves sandwiches, soups, and
desserts. 10% off coffee drinks
with GVSU I.D., Quiet place to
study, smoke free, and free
parking. GRATA Bus stop
across the street. Open
Monday - Thursday 6:30am9pm, Friday-Saturday 6:30am11pm, and Sunday 9:30am4pm. “Best coffee in Grand
Rapids." - Grand Rapids Press.
(All Year)

Ground

Him

www.lanthorn.com
Moaday-Friday

3:OOAM -8:00 AM

Get your news!
Every Week

- $9^0/hr
Assistance

$.30 Increase after
90 days
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Rivertown Crossing
3333 Century Center St S W
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TRAILER LOADERS/UNLOADLRS
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CONTACT
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Throe Mile

3378 Three Mile N.W.
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Walker, MI
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Flexible Hour*
Full and Part Time
No Lunchshifts
Meal Allowance
Profit Sharing

King Crossword

We open 10/23
Training Starts 10/15
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ACROSS
I Cartoonist Caitiff
S Pouch

8 First victim
12 Imaginary, ever
lasting flower
14 One's performance
15 Summertime top
16 The Stooges, e.g.
17 Cellist's need
18 Thoroughfare
20 Posthumous
John Lennon hit
23 On the briny
24 October birthstone
25 Arthur’s realm
28 Crucial
29 Folkways
30 Mid-June honorae
32 “Thank” director
34 Italian bread?
35 Org.
36 Whistle-like?
37 Rum concoction
40 Chkken - king
41 “• It Romantic?”
42 Tea variety
47 Insects
48 Stirs up
49 German coal

region
50 Actor Beatty
51 Santa’s laundry
woa

1
2
3
4
5

Singer Davis
Believer”
Felon’s flight
Clan-related
Frosty’s compo
sition
6 Pac. counterpart
7 Kasparov’s
equipment

S Starry
9 Make weary
IA Vl/VIrair
vv
Wilier Wlotal
tviwci

II Booty

Afnjcan nera
“Chacun - gout”
Links props
36 Coagulate
37 Wire measures
Stir-fry vessel
38 Largestofthe
OH acronym
PoetAngdou
Mvcn
BasebaR’s Hank 39 Erstwhflc
Napoleon, by
Peruvian
40 Surrounded by
birth
26 GaHlekfspal
43 Candte count
27 Estate in a 1939 44 Judge Lance
TirgO IRfnOOr
movie
46 Superlative
29 MM-ptateau
suflb
Ji niOfWljr
33 Be important
D
19
20
21
22
23
25
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GREEKS
continued from page 1

on-campus
housing
facility approved for Greek
living
in order to reserve
living space at GVA, a Greek
organization must meet the
capacity requirement of at
least 24 students and a
maximum of 48 students per
building.
Three Greek organizations
have already taken advantage
of the on-campus housing
agreement in two buildings at
GVA. including the Theta Chi
fraternity und the sororities of
Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha
Sigma Alpha.
AOP occupies one building
while TC and ASA share the
other building.
“The
Grand
Valley
Apartment buildings work
well for the development of
Greek organizations,'” Haight
said. “GVA suits the living
styles
for
those
organizations.”
The housing agreement
also serves as a binding

HMD HUiiV UUITMM

THE BACKPAGE

Smith campaigns as first black woman

contract between every
member within a fraternity
or sorority chapter.
In
addition to the existing oncampus housing rules, a
Greek organization is also
limited to its own rules.
“A group of Greeks
occupying a building is
completely different from a
building leased by individual
tenants," Haight said. “It’s
like comparing apples and
oranges.
They’re two
separate things.”
For example, Haight said
that the housing agreement
adds more policies to the
existing on-campus housing
rules.
If
a sorority follows a non
alcoholic policy with its
national affiliate, then its
members must also abide by
those rules.
Any Greek organization
that would like to reserve
living space for the 20022003 academic year, that
group must turn in an
application by the Oct. 19
deadline.

Louie Meizush

Michigan Daily
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. - Though it may be a long
shot, state Sen. Alma Wheeler
Smith is convinced she will be
Michigan’s next governor.
Facing what may seem to be
insurmountable odds against
three high-profile Democratic
candidates, Smith, who has thus
far registered single-digit namerecognition in polls, says her
experience and reputation will
propel her to the position as the
state’s first black female
governor.
“I am going to win so you may
as well vote for me now,” she
proclaimed to the University’s
chapter of College Democrats
Sunday.
If elected, she would be the
second black person to hold
statewide office. Democratic
Secretary of State Richard
Austin, who died earlier this
year, served from 1971 to 1994
as the first black in a statewide
post.
The
only
other black

candidate for governor was
then-Wayne County Executive
William Lucas, a former
Democrat who ran as a
Republican
in an unsuccessful 1986
challenge to former Gov. James
Blanchard, also an opponent of
Smith’s in this year’s campaign.
With the state facing a budget
shortfall in the coming years
that may number in the
hundreds of millions, Smith
touts her experience in
budgetary issues as a two-term
state senator, an eight-year
trustee of the South Lyon
School Board and a two-year
term as a Washtenaw, County
commissioner. She also served
as an aide to her Senate
predecessor, Lana Pollack.
“You have to be familiar with
the legislative process and the
appropriations process,” Smith
said, indirectly referring to
Attorney General Jennifer
Granholm,
one
of
the
frontrunners in the race, who
never held elected office before
becoming attorney general in
1999.

JOB
continued from page 6

when going on interviews.
“Be confident. Make eye
contact." Berkshire said. "The
body language is really
important."
When applying for jobs,
Hayes-Joseph said students
should be flexible in two ways.
One is the willingness to
relocate. She said it might not
be easy to find jobs in the area,
so students might have to look
elsewhere.
"Students are going to have to
consider relocation, she said.
Students also have to be
flexible when it comes to
accepting a job that might be
less than ideal. Students might
not find their dream jobs right
away, but maybe others that
they can learn from and move
up.
Hayes-Joseph said it is
necessary to possess one other
characteristic throughout the
job process.
“Stay optimistic. Optimism
is required," she said. "The job
process is really a campaign for
you. Once you begin that
campaign, do it consistently."

FOUR
continued from page 6

help you keep on track," she
said
One reason that students do
not graduate in four years,
other than working, is that
when they change their
majors, they lose credits.
Another reason is that
students tend to drop classes
without picking up another
one to replace it.
Sometimes there is extra
pressure from parents to
graduate in four years. They
seem to think that the longer a
student takes to complete
school, the more money the
university will make off of
them.
This, however, is not true
since Grand Valley, like most
universities, charge by the
credit hour.
The key to graduating in
four years is just to get
motivated.
“College is not your mom
waking you up in the morning
and telling you to do your
homework in the evening
before you go out," Miko said.
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The
Lanthorn is
looking for
material for
the
November
Literary
Edition
email
material to
editorial@
lanthorn.
com
deadline
Nov. 19th
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“I win because people know 1
know what I’m doing and they
know I know what I’m talking
about,” she said.
Among Smith’s proposals
include a plan to fully refund,
via tax credits, in-state
community
college
and
university students’ tuition,
splitting the Department of
Community Health into two
departments, with an additional
one focusing on mental health
consolidating
the
and
departments of Environmental
Quality and Natural Resources
into one department.
In addition to Blanchard and
Granholm, Smith’s opponents in
the August 2002 Democratic
primary include U.S. Rep.
David Bonior of Mount
Clemens and state Sen. Gary
Peters of Bloomfield Township.
Smith frequently lambasts
current GOP Gov. John Engler
for putting the priorities of the
wealthy and corporations over
those of lesser means.
Under Engler, she said,
“Corporations that are making
hundreds of millions of dollars

are getting state funds for job
training.”
Since Engler is prohibited
from seeking a fourth term.
Smith was asked why she
criticized him to such an extent
and didn’t focus instead on the
lieutenant governor, who is
seeking the GOP nomination for
the state’s top job.
“I don’t expect (Posthumus) to
be any different as a governor,”
Smith said. “I think Dick
Posthumus has essentially
bought into what John Engler
believes for the last 12 years.
When he was the majority
leader of the Senate, Dick
Posthumus did whatever the
governor asked.”
Smith believes that except on
environmental issues, all five
Democratic
candidates
“essentially believe in the same
things, it’s our understanding,
our experience, and our abilities
to get things done that will make
a difference on how we govern.”
In the August 2002 GOP
primary, Posthumus faces state
Sen. John Schwarz of Battle
Creek.

